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EDITORIAL

Tan Yang How
President
DSTA Academy

In an age where technology is progressing at an increasing
rate, new security threats, especially to digital and
interconnected systems, are rapidly emerging and indeed
highly complex. However, technological progress also
opens up many opportunities for agencies such as DSTA
to develop innovative and impactful solutions which can
effectively meet users’ urgent operational needs in the
new environment, while maintaining the need for speed to
market and to be cyber safe. These are two key challenges
faced by DSTA programme teams, evident in the articles
compiled in the fourteenth issue of DSTA Horizons. The
nine articles also lend insights into the incorporation of
systems approach and integration of new technologies in
our work at DSTA.
‘A Systematic Systems Engineering Approach to
Evaluate Complex Inter-dependencies of Rapid
Transit System’ proposes an approach to quantifying the
performance of the Rapid Transit System by modelling
the various train systems through Optimised Decisions In
Network together with a suite of analytical tools, which
will enable the identifying of risks areas and the evaluation
of design options to improve the robustness of the Rapid
Transit System. Future developments for such an approach
is also discussed.
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‘Methodology of Establishing the Ship-Helicopter
Operating Limits’ puts forth a methodology to maximise
the operational capability between ships and helicopters,
as well as the integration process involving the preparation,
conduct of qualification trials, and post-trial analysis.
‘Development of an Unmanned Truck Platoon for
Logistics Resupply’ covers the objectives, design,
challenges and lessons learnt from the development of
an Unmanned Truck Platoon prototype. It also outlines
the design and development of a user-friendly and
operationally robust system, shares insights gleaned from
the development of the prototype, and introduces concepts
and technology enablers in both military and commercial
domains.
‘Collision Detection and Collision Avoidance for
Unmanned Surface Vessels’ describes the development
of a Collision Detection and Collision Avoidance algorithm,
challenges in its integration and validation on board an
Unmanned Surface Vessel, and possible applications
which can help achieve manpower savings and reduce the
need for direct human operation in risky missions.

‘Operationalising MINDEF Bug Bounty Programme’
outlines the motivation behind the running of the Bug
Bounty Programme organised by the Ministry of Defence in
January 2018, the challenges faced in the swift addressing
of vulnerabilities found through the Programme and how
members of a cross-departmental Technical Operation
Centre overcame these challenges.
‘Application of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
game engine for SAF experimentation’ discusses
the selection, adoption and integration of a COTS game
engine by DSTA as part of its Modelling and Simulation
environment, and how additional development was done
for the configurability, scalability and interoperability of this
integrated environment to support large-scale, distributed
and short cycle experimentations.
‘Design and Development of Passive Armour for SAF
Vehicles’ explores the design, development and choice of
armour materials found in SAF vehicles, the way armour
systems on SAF vehicles are tested and qualified, and
presents an overview on the use of finite element software
to improve the effectiveness of an armour system by
investigating ways of packaging armour materials together.

‘Applied Augmented Reality for Maintenance on Board
Ships’ outlines a demonstrator project which assessed the
viability of Augmented Reality in supporting maintenance
works carried out by the Republic of Singapore Navy
on board ships, and the performance and limitations of
commercial off-the-shelf Augmented Reality development
software. Potential challenges in scaling up, and general
recommendations for deployment of Augmented Reality in
the near future are also discussed.
‘Development of Transmission Network Planning Tool’
traces the development of Network Capacity Planning
Tool for the analysis of nodes and bandwidth utilisation, in
order for active planning to be done to meet future network
demands as well as the process of developing the tool, the
methodologies involved, and future developments.
We hope that this issue of DSTA Horizons will continue
to enrich the knowledge of readers and help them gain a
better understanding of the various fields of technology,
both defence-related and otherwise, that DSTA is involved
in. We would like to express our gratitude to the authors
for their good work and dedication, and to invite all to
contribute to this culture of collaborative learning.
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A STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING APPROACH TO
EVALUATE COMPLEX INTERDEPENDENCIES OF
RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM
NG Zhi Da, CHENG Siew Yen, CHUA Keng Lim, LIM Weng Chiat

ABSTRACT
The Rapid Transit System (RTS) is one of the most common modes of public transport in Singapore with a daily ridership of
more than 3 million on average in 2016. The RTS can be viewed as a complex System-of-Systems, with multiple constituent
systems interoperating to ensure the smooth delivery of train operations. The emergent behaviour from inter-dependencies
across constituent systems may potentially lead to a cascading impact on train operations. This article will share an
approach to evaluate the RTS holistically. By modelling the various train systems as a complex integrated network through
Optimised Decisions In Network, together with a suite of analytical tools, the study aims to provide a comprehensive and
holistic Systems Engineering (SE) approach to quantifying RTS performance, identifying risks areas and enabling evaluation
of design options to improve RTS robustness. Future work includes the extension of such an SE approach beyond physical
engineering systems to cyber-physical-social dependencies.
Keywords: systems engineering, interdependency, rapid transit system, system-of-systems

INTRODUCTION
The Rapid Transit System (RTS) is one of the most common
modes of public transport in Singapore, with a daily average
ridership of more than three million in 2016 based on statistics
released by the Land Transport Authority (LTA). Any disruption
in RTS services may affect a large pool of commuters and hence
the reliability of the RTS and its ability to deliver uninterrupted
services is critical. Several past disruption incidents, in which
a series of cascading failures led to service disruptions,
highlight the high degree of complexity of the RTS. One of the
recommendations and findings from the Independent Advisory
Panel convened by LTA to improve the RTS' robustness in
Dec 2015 is that significant improvements can still be made,
especially in the identification and management of system
inter-dependencies and in mitigating their impact on train
operations (LTA, 2016).
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The RTS can be viewed as a System-of-Systems (SoS) with a
high degree of complexity, with multiple constituent systems
(Signalling, Power Supply, Communications, Rolling Stock,
etc.) interoperating to ensure the smooth delivery of train
operations. The complexity can be attributed to the myriad of
inter-dependencies across constituent systems. The emergent
behaviour from these inter-dependencies may potentially lead
to a cascading impact on train operations due to the failure of
seemingly non-critical systems. Therefore, the ability to analyse
the RTS holistically and consider the inter-dependencies of
systems at various levels through a quantitative and structured
approach is key to improving the robustness of the RTS. In
addition, for several of the constituent systems, the products
or solutions offered by various vendors are vastly different in
terms of the architecture and configurations. This reinforces
the need to establish the ability to quantify different options
and to analyse the trade-offs between them (robustness,
availability, reliability, cost, number of equipment, etc).

A study was recently initiated where DSTA collaborated
with LTA to provide a comprehensive and holistic systems
engineering (SE) approach in quantifying the performance of the
RTS, identifying risk areas, and enabling evaluation of design
options to improve the robustness of the RTS. The various
train systems were modelled as a complex integrated network
through Optimised Decisions In Network (ODIN)1, factoring in
functional, logical, system and logistics inter-dependencies.
Additional analytical and statistical tools were employed to
facilitate the analysis and to glean insights into operational
data. This article describes the approach and methodology
adopted to evaluate the complex inter-dependencies of the
RTS.

RTS DESCRIPTION
The RTS is made up of several subsystems such as Signalling,
Power Supply, Communications, Rolling Stock, Platform
Screen Door (PSD), Integrated Supervisory Control System
(ISCS) interoperating in different operating regions, Operations
Control Centre, Depot, Train-borne and Station/Trackside. A
high-level representation of a typical driverless RTS system

architecture is shown in Figure 1 (Hong, Oh, Yap, & Chan,
2011). The inter-dependencies relating to RTS subsystems are
described below.

Inter-dependencies across RTS Subsystems
There are multiple interfaces to other subsystems for each
subsystem, as illustrated in Figure 1. In each pair of subsystem
interface, several equipment or components from different
subsystems connect to each other, creating both functional
and logical inter-dependencies. To illustrate, there are broad
inter-dependencies between power supply and signalling.
The RTS power supply system draws power from the external
power grid and steps down the power to provide low voltage
power to signalling equipment located in the stations and
trackside for daily operations. Similarly, power is also stepped
down to rolling stock via traction power and eventually to the
train-borne signalling equipment. In a similar manner, signalling
can influence power supply through an emergency tripping
mechanism, so that operators are able to cut off traction power
during emergency or contingency scenarios.

Figure 1. Typical RTS System Architecture (Hong, Oh, Yap, & Chan, 2011)
DSTA HORIZONS | 2019
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Inter-dependencies within RTS Subsystems
Within each subsystem, equipment or components are
interoperating to support a certain functionality or capability.
The complexity of the RTS can be best illustrated using the
signalling subsystem, especially with the introduction of
Communication Based Train Control (CBTC). The concept
of CBTC moves away from the legacy fixed-block signalling
concept to a moving-block signalling concept. This allows
the headway between trains to be reduced, resulting in the
shortening of the time between train intervals and increased
train frequency. This inevitably increases the complexity of
the signalling systems, requiring tighter integration of different
components with an increased number of interfaces. CBTC
signalling can be broken down into different components:
Computer Based Interlocking that locks and releases train
routes; Automatic Train Supervision that monitors and
schedules train operations; and Automatic Train Control that
governs safe driverless operations and controls bi-directional
radio communication between trackside and train-borne
equipment. Each of these components needs to communicate
with one another constantly to perform their different functions.

Study Objectives
This recent study focuses on the evaluation of the interdependencies across two RTS subsystems. Through the
evaluation, the study aims to draw out the risk areas or
emergent behaviours arising from these inter-dependencies
that can potentially lead to cascading impacts affecting the
entire RTS line.
Using the same approach, the study also looks into the
comparison of various distinct architectures for one of the RTS
subsystems. As the architectures supplied by various vendors
for this subsystem are distinctly different, compounded by
its complex nature, it is challenging for decision makers to
evaluate the strengths and weakness of various aspects, such
as robustness and availability, without a quantitative approach.
Therefore, this study aims to overcome this challenge by
providing a quantitative means of evaluating trade-offs.

MODELLING COMPLEX
INTER-DEPENDENCIES
Vulnerability assessment of networks is one well-researched
domain that assesses the impact of targeted or random
infrastructure component failures with considerations for interdependencies. Commonly, modelling approaches such as
Leontief input-output based models or agent-based models

6
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are used (Pant, Hall, & Blainey, 2016). However, it is observed
that such approaches seldom take into consideration the
reliability aspect of systems that influence the operational
state of the nodes or systems, which is critical to this study’s
context. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing
framework or tool, except for the systems engineering tool
called ODIN, that is able to evaluate vulnerability of large
scale complex networks, taking into account the reliability of
individual systems.
ODIN was developed by DSTA to enable planning for networkcentric military operations (Cheng & Seah, 2014). Although
initially designed for military context, ODIN is equally applicable
for complex SoS such as the RTS, as the fundamentals of
analysing interconnected systems remain the same. ODIN
was developed with the ability to simulate complex network
systems while incorporating systems reliability, operational
profiles and maintenance support concepts. This tool enables
the quantification of inter-dependency and inter-connectivity
across component systems. With the means to quantify,
ODIN enables one to identify weak links and key drivers for
unavailability in complex networks.
The recent study utilised two main engines of the ODIN tool
– the process simulation engine and the network-search
computation engine. The process simulation engine adopts
a discrete event Monte Carlo simulation method to evaluate
dynamics and stochastic system failures, logistics supply
chain, repair process and operational profiles. The network
search computation engine adopts path-searching techniques
to compute and evaluate inter-dependency across networked
systems.
There are numerous metrics that evaluate the importance
of the nodes or links within a network. One example is the
Centrality measurement used in social network analysis to
measure the influence of a person, and Page Rank used by
Google Search for the ranking of websites in search engine
results as a form of importance of websites. In a recent
survey to review and compare the various metrics (Alenazi
& Sterbenz, 2015), it was concluded that there is no single
unique graph metric that can capture both robustness and
interconnectivity. Nevertheless, cognisant of the limitation,
ODIN has introduced an in-built feature to measure network
criticality as a spectral graph metric, to facilitate the analysis
of robustness at the system and network level.
In ODIN, for the purpose of drawing out the degree of criticality
or how dependent the overall mission is on a specific node
or system, network criticality factor (CF) is used to define the
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robustness at the system level. The CF is defined as the ratio
of the number of paths that need to transverse that specific
system, relative to total number of paths available end-toend from source node to sink node, as defined in the mission
context. A value of CF which equals to 1 indicates a bottleneck
or single point of failure, while a value of CF which equals
to 0 indicates that the mission is independent of the system
operational state. By automating the computation of CF for
every system node, one is able to conduct quick analysis and
review the importance of each system node in relation to the
defined mission.
At the network level, CF can also be used to determine
possible combinatorial failures. Making use of the combat
damage feature in ODIN, each system in the network is
deliberately brought down to assess the impact of failure to
the CF of the remaining systems. If the CF of any other system
is elevated to a value of 1, it implies that a new single point of
failure is formed. This also means that failures of both systems
concurrently will cause a service disruption. Through this
mechanism, an exhaustive list of combinatorial failures can
be generated. For a large-scale complex network, it is near
impossible and very inefficient to analyse and generate such a
list manually through rationalisation.
One key advantage of ODIN is its scalability, which is enabled
by its ability to measure the end-to-end availabilities of
interconnected system matrices (Cheng & Seah, 2014). This is
an extension of an analysis of typical system level availability,
and it allows the flexibility to measure the end-to-end availability
of any pair of systems-systems, or subnetworks, and the
overall mission network availability. This is essential for the

analysis of complex networks, where there is a need to break
down systems into smaller and manageable subnetworks or
subsystems to identify weak links.
The usage of ODIN is assessed to be fitting in the context of
evaluating and quantifying RTS to identify vulnerabilities or
weak links. ODIN is able to consider the operational profile of
the RTS (service operations and engineering hours), reliability
of systems (down to the equipment level), and the factoring of
inter-dependencies at various levels, i.e. between subsystems
level and within subsystems level. This article describes the
use of ODIN as the primary tool, complemented by a suite of
analytical and statistical techniques, to represent and quantify
the complex inter-dependencies of the RTS.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK AND
APPROACH
For the realisation of a holistic and implementable framework
to support the structured evaluation of complex systems, it
is clear that a multi-disciplinary approach or combination of
techniques is required. In the proposed approach, it centred
on adopting graph theory or network analysis as the key
foundation, augmented by a suite of statistical and analytics
tools for a comprehensive assessment, as shown in Figure 2.
One key element of the approach is the definition of mission
effectiveness, as this will affect how operational impact is
quantified and subsequently influence how trade-off analyses
are evaluated. Drawing parallels from military applications, the
approach taken considers the complex network as a closednetwork first, without factoring in external threat conditions.

Figure 2. Proposed framework and approach
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The next step is to capture and evaluate the inter-dependencies
of systems, and to identify risk areas. Further assessment can
then be made to assess what are the potential failure modes
or possible external threats (e.g. cyber threats) that can bring
down the critical node(s). This can help planners make more
informed decisions on how to prioritise resources or introduce
mitigating measures.

APPLICATION TO RTS
Determining the Measure of Effectiveness
A typical Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) used in the railway
industry is Mean Kilometre between Failure (MKBF) for
disruption of more than five minutes, in which regulators and
operators are actively tracking. This MOE tracks the reliability
performance of the entire RTS line for regulatory monitoring
purposes, considering factors such as train frequency and
the length of the RTS line. In the recent study, two other
MOEs namely, (a) Availability and (b) Number of Serviceaffecting Disruptions (of any duration), are chosen for the
following reasons. First, the analysis is only for two of the
subsystems, and will not be representative of the entire line
MKBF performance. Second, most of the systems studied are
operational 24/7 and are independent of factors such as length
of RTS line, and frequency of trains, which are accounted in
MKBF computation. Thus, availability and disruption rate are
assessed to be more suited for the intended study outcomes,
as it allows a more direct comparison between subsystems,
and ease the identification of weak links.

Data: Processing of System Data
for inputs to ODIN
One of the key parameters of ODIN is the system reliability
data or the equipment Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF).
This system data can typically be extracted from two
sources – Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) data and
field data. Field data is preferred over OEM data, as field
data is more reflective of the operating profile and actual
operating environment. However, one should be careful when
computing field MTBF before concluding that the field data
is representative of the true MTBF. It is very risky to use the
field data if it is based on just one registered failure. Thus,
statistical Chi-square hypothesis testing is carried out for each
equipment to calculate a two-sided confidence interval for
the set of test (field) data based on a time-truncated test. If
the OEM MTBF falls within the intervals, it is then used as the
MTBF to be entered into the ODIN model. Otherwise, the field
MTBF is used here (Anthony, 1999),

8
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where: T is the accumulated amount of operating life;
n is the observed number of failures;
X 2 is the value of the random variable having chisquare distribution, with a significance level , and
degrees of freedom 2n+2 (lower limit) and 2n (upper
limit).

Data: Glean Insights through
Analysis of Reliability Data
Besides determination of the equipment field MTBF, the
operational data collected is a valuable source of information in
which meaningful insights, such as equipment failure trends, can
be gleaned. There is much potential in this area of reliability data
analysis, where data analytics and statistical techniques can
be employed to sieve out insights such as finding correlations
between faults or identifying equipment with increasing failure
trends. Further investigation can be conducted for equipment
with increasing failure trends to uncover the root cause and
prevent it from escalating to a service-affecting disruption. The
deviation of expected equipment failures and actual failures can
also be compared for optimal spares provisioning purposes.
Failure trending by location/stations or by fault types may
provide some insights into potential weak areas. As the data is
multi-dimensional, a data visualisation tool such as QlikSense
© or Tableau © will be useful in uncovering any hidden trends
as illustrated in Figure 3.

Data: Mapping of Inter-dependencies
In general, inter-dependencies between the physical
engineering systems can be categorised into three types
of inter-dependencies: (a) Logical Inter-dependencies; (b)
Functional Inter-dependencies; and (c) Geographical Interdependencies as shown in Table 1.
Inter-dependencies Definition
Logical

Refers to systems having direct
physical connections.

Functional

Refers to systems that need to
work together to support a specific
operation without the need to be
physically connected.

Geographical

Refers to systems that are co-located
together.

Table 1. Logical, functional and geographical inter-dependencies
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Figure 3. Illustration of reliability data analysis (Indicative)

Figure 4. Mapping of inter-dependencies across RTS (Indicative)
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The mapping and determining of inter-dependencies, as shown
in Figure 4, is one of the more challenging yet more critical
tasks. Being able to determine all inter-dependencies enables
the capturing of emergent behaviour upon the failure of certain
systems. Most inter-dependencies are reflected in design
documents via physical interconnectivities, functionalities and
failure consequences documents. However, there is a risk that
not all inter-dependencies will be captured, and this highlights
the importance of employing data analytics techniques such as
clustering to sieve out hidden inter-dependencies by analysing
operational failure data. Uncovering hidden inter-dependencies
previously not known to operators, project teams or domain
experts is critical, as these might be failure scenarios that
were not initially thought through with no mitigating measures
catered for.

Analysis of Results to Derive Insights
With the completion of the inputs collection and simulation
phase, the raw output of ODIN can be extracted in three
folds: (a) Availability of systems and pre-defined missions or
operations; (b) failure rate of systems or number of disruptions;
and (c) network criticality factor (CF) of individual systems.
From the raw results, one can already identify weak areas and
the corresponding key drivers of unavailability. Addressing
these key drivers will reap the highest improvement in
availability. Bottlenecks can also be sieved out through the
generated network criticality metrics to identify systems that
have CF which equals to one.
Statistical and data analytics techniques can be applied to the
raw results to distil valuable insights into the RTS. ODIN allows
the output of the end-to-end availability matrix for all systemto-systems at various levels (entire network or subnetwork).
By applying correlation techniques, one can identify systems
that are closely linked to the weak areas (at various levels) and

are possibly indirectly contributing to the lower availability.
Additional statistical analysis is required to compute the
likelihood of combinatorial failures as not all combinatorial
failures will be reflected in the Monte Carlo simulation results;
notably for systems with relatively higher MTBF, they are
unlikely to see concurrent double failure. However, the impact
might be high, and it is of interest to highlight high impactlow likelihood scenarios to present a comprehensive risk
picture. When comparing between network architectures,
further correlations can be done using analytics to identify
commonality in weak areas and more importantly draw out the
strengths and weaknesses of each design.

OUTCOME AND TAKEAWAYS
This study applied the framework and approach successfully
by quantifying the expected availability, factoring in the
functional, logical and logistics inter-dependencies across
the two RTS subsystems examined. The study identified the
key drivers of unavailability and bottlenecks, so that the areas
where more attention should be given to can be narrowed
down for the development of mitigating measures or potential
design enhancements. Not all stations or equipment are
of equal importance, and a comprehensive list of criticality
factors generated across all equipment and stations provided
a means to prioritise maintenance or recovery effort within
limited engineering hours. The same list can also be used as
additional consideration to support asset renewal prioritisation.
Often, combinatorial failures with cascading impacts are
a result of faults across multiple system types and not just
within the constituent system. The risk matrix of potential
combinatorial failures, ranked by impact and likelihood, as
illustrated in Figure 5, can help planners/operators develop
mitigating measures for high impact and high-likelihood
scenarios.

Figure 5. Risk matrix of potential combinatorial failures (Indicative)
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Such a structured and quantifiable evaluation approach
provided a scientific and objective perspective to draw out
strengths and weaknesses of various architectures and
component configurations, by examining from multiple
dimensions such as robustness and reliability. The analysis
outcome can help planners to influence and shape future
tender requirements.
Essentially, the team successfully validated the structured
approach for the modelling of complex RTS interdependencies, which can be extended to future RTS lines.

OTHER CASE STUDIES
The above described framework and approach has also been
successfully applied to military airbases, where the mission
was defined as the ability to support a full range of airbase
operations, such as launch and recovery of aircraft and physical
security. This allowed for the holistic management of the airbase
to determine the optimal target of each system and to assess
the impact of any system failure for the airbase operations as
a whole. The study mapped out inter-dependencies across the
systems required to support the airbase operations, ranging
from the launch and recovery of aircraft (e.g. landing aids,
navigation aids) to physical security systems (e.g. perimeter
surveillance). One essential component is the dependency of
mission critical systems on critical infrastructure (e.g. power,
network, water). An indicative illustration of inter-dependencies
across some of the key components can be seen in Figure
6. This study covered more than 50 system types and over a
thousand nodes. The outcome of the study is the integrated
management of the airbase to enable resource prioritisation. In
a similar context, such SoS management of military airbases
can be extended to civilian airport operations.

POTENTIAL FUTURE WORK
The recent study focuses on the inter-dependencies between
two RTS subsystems. With the completion of the study, potential
work could be the extension of the study to all critical RTS
subsystems (i.e. Signalling, Power Supply, Communications,
ISCS and Rolling Stock) that could potentially affect service
operations. One of the key challenges of evaluating all critical
RTS subsystems is that the number of inter-dependencies
increases exponentially with the addition of each subsystem.
To overcome this, future work should leverage existing
models that have been built and include the additional interdependencies, which have been assessed to be feasible. The
key intention is to consider the RTS more comprehensively,
with the aim of improving the robustness of train operations.
From another angle, with the rapid proliferation of Internetof-Things together with a series of Smart Nation initiatives
to provide real-time data monitoring and feedback loops,
inter-connectivity between systems is no longer bound
by physical aspects. Interactions of cyber and social (e.g.
human, organisation, workflow) aspects with physical
engineering systems have become critical in presenting new
forms of vulnerabilities, and another dimension of potential
operational impact. Future work will embark on extending
inter-dependencies beyond physical engineering systems to
cover more holistically cyber-physical-social (CPS) aspects to
derive a new systems engineering approach to address these
emerging technological trends and their potential impact.
Many researchers have already embarked on this journey to
examine CPS, and this inspires the team to build on the current
work to advance in the area of CPS.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, an SE approach is essential in evaluating largescale complex systems such as the RTS. ODIN was initially
an SE tool that DSTA developed to support the military on
complex networked capability design and realisation. When
augmented with statistics and data analytics techniques, ODIN
proves to be a suitable approach for modelling the complex
inter-dependencies of the RTS. In this article, an SE approach
was presented, of how ODIN together with statistical and
analytical methods can be used to uncover insights, helping
planners or operators on improving the robustness of train
operations. Such an SE approach could be adapted and
adopted for complex systems beyond physical engineering
systems to consider cyber-physical-social dependencies.

Figure 6. Inter-dependencies in airbase operations (Indicative)
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ODIN is a DSTA in-house developed tool to simulate
and quantify complex network systems while incorporating
systems reliability, operational profiles and maintenance
support concepts.
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METHODOLOGY OF
ESTABLISHING THE SHIP-HELICOPTER
OPERATING LIMITS
LIU Yaowen, WONG Bingxiong David, SITO Kenwyn, LI Zhike, HAM Wan Ling

ABSTRACT
Ship-helicopter interoperability underpins a broad naval aviation mission spectrum: anti-submarine, anti-piracy, maritime
security, search-and-rescue, and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief. The mission effectiveness of shipboard
helicopter operations is contingent on the speed of deployment, and the ability of the helicopter to launch and recover
from a ship in the most severe operating conditions permissible. This impetus underscores the need to establish the ShipHelicopter Operating Limits (SHOL) for ship-helicopter combinations in the RSN-RSAF inventory.
This article proposes a methodology to establish the SHOL through a rigorous ship-helicopter integration process – the
preparation, conduct of qualification trials and post-trial analysis – that should be employed to maximise operational
capability.
Keywords: naval aviation, ship-helicopter operating limits, helicopter qualification, Ship-Helicopter Operating Limits (SHOL)

INTRODUCTION
Challenges at the Ship-Helicopter Interface
Helicopter interoperability is a mainstay capability of the modern
navy’s surface fleet. Helicopter-capable ships of the Republic
of Singapore Navy (RSN) include the Endurance-class Landing
Ship Tank (LST), Formidable-class Frigate, Submarine Support
and Rescue Vessel (MV Swift Rescue), NSmen Training Ship
(MV Avatar) and Independence-class Littoral Mission Vessel.
Helicopters are an important tactical system on modern
warships, performing a variety of missions such as antisubmarine, anti-piracy, maritime security, troop/cargo transfer,
vertical replenishment (VERTREP), Humanitarian Assistance
and Disaster Relief, enabled by helicopters’ inherent vertical
take-off and landing capability which makes them suitable for
the space constraints of a typical navy ship. The workhorse
helicopters of the Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF) to
accomplish these missions include the S-70B Naval Helicopter
(NH), AS332 Super Puma, and CH-47 Chinook.

14
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The pervasiveness of maritime-air operations (North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation [NATO], 2017) does not trivialise the
dynamic conditions at the ship-helicopter interface, where
hazards coalesce to form one of the most challenging
environments for helicopter pilots (Kääriä, 2012). Flight
operations in close proximity to the ship’s superstructure
translate to a lower margin for error. Pilots’ workload could be
compounded by the dynamic movement of the ship’s flight
deck, degraded visual environment due to sea-spray and
adverse weather, and turbulent airflow over the ships’ flight
decks, as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 (Kääriä, 2012). Despite
these challenges, integration teams should strive to maximise
ship-helicopter interoperability to provide operational flexibility
in the most adverse environments possible. This article details
the rigorous qualification programme required to define and
operationalise envelopes for shipboard flight operations in the
context of RSAF and the RSN.

Establishing the SHOL begins with defining the operational
requirements set by the RSAF and the RSN. The operational
requirements influence the naval and air platform endurance,
payload, configuration, and expected area of operations. On
the helicopter’s end, the operational requirements define the
type of helicopters to interoperate with the ship. On the ship’s
end, the operational requirements implicitly define the ship’s
flight deck sizing, hangar space and support systems for
shipboard helicopter operations.
Figure 1. Characterising turbulent flow over ship superstructure and
flight deck (Polsky, 2008)

The preparation phase is key to minimising the resources
required to achieve the maximum SHOL possible. The process
for developing the SHOL is summarised in Figure 4. The
preparation phase for each ship and helicopter may start as an
asynchronous effort, with parallel paths of safety assessments,
build-up trials, and performance verification for the ship and
helicopter eventually converging into a single track to define
the candidate flight envelope.

Figure 2. A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation of airflow
over ships’ topside structures (Kääriä, 2012)

Ship-Helicopter Operating Limits
The Ship-Helicopter Operating Limits (SHOL) is a polar plot
of acceptable wind conditions (relative speed and direction)
which is safe for the conduct of flight operations. Parameters
such as the ship pitch and roll limits, and allowable maximum
all-up weight (MAUW), contribute to the operational limits
defined for safe flight deck handling, and helicopter launch
and recovery, for each ship-helicopter combination. A sample
SHOL is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A sample SHOL showing wind-over-deck limitations,
presented as a polar diagram; the radius representing the wind
speed, the azimuth and the wind direction as measured by the ship’s
system (parameters in figure are arbitrary)
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Figure 4. SHOL establishment and qualification process

PREPARATION

Flight Deck Design

Naval Platform Preparatory Assessments

The flight deck design is verified via inspections and calculations
during naval platform acceptance tests. The ship’s flight deck
has to be designed to withstand1 an emergency-landing load
of at least 2.5 times the maximum take-off weight (MTOW)
of the heaviest helicopter type it is expected to operate with
(PAFA Consulting Engineers, 2001). To ensure visibility of
deck markings from afar, the helicopter landing circle shall
be demarcated with a white line with a width of 0.3 metres.
45° night-vision goggle (NVG) lines shall be painted for each
landing spot to facilitate helicopter approach over the flight
deck at night under NVG conditions, as shown in Figure 5. A
minimum of 1/3 rotor diameter clearance is required between
the helicopter main rotor blade tip and the ship superstructure,
as illustrated in Figure 6 (Wong, Liu, & Ham, 2018). This criterion
has been used on all RSN ships consistently, except for the
LST which has 2/3 rotor diameter clearance. Additionally, the
flight deck should be sized to ensure that the helicopter will
remain safely on deck with a minimum of one wheel within the
landing circle (Wong, Liu, & Ham, 2018).

Naval platform preparations involve the safety assessment,
performance verification, and operationalisation of ship
systems that support its aviation capability. Naval platform
systems essential for ship-helicopter operations are firefighting systems, lights, the electrical system, the aviation fuel
system, helicopter visual landing aids (HVLA) systems, and
communications systems. At sea trials, the ship’s seakeeping
performance validates the accuracy of scaled model tests
conducted during the design phase. The following factors
are considered during the safety assessment of the ship for
helicopter operations (Wong, Liu, & Ham, 2018):
•
•
•
•
•
•
16

Flight deck design
Adequacy of HVLA
Ship airwake characteristics
Ship seakeeping characteristics
Helicopter securing and traversing means, and
Electromagnetic (EM) compatibility with the helicopters
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Figure 5. An example of flight deck markings (NATO, 2017)

Figure 6. An illustration of 1/3 rotor diameter clearance requirement

To prevent the helicopter from sliding off the flight deck in
adverse weather and sea conditions, flight decks and areas
where helicopters are likely to be traversed or parked are
coated with a non-skid surface having a minimum dry-deck
coefficient of friction of 0.6 (NATO, 2017).
For ships that are capable of supporting helicopter in-flight
refuelling (HIFR), the block letter “H” is painted on the deck
to designate the spot over which the helicopter must lower its
hoist hook to pick up the refuelling hose as shown in Figure
7. At least two grounding points should be provided on the
port and starboard sides of the flight deck to ground static
electricity generated during flight. These grounding points
must also be usable during VERTREP and HIFR operations.

Figure 7. Deck markings for HIFR-capable ships
(Ministry of Defence [MINDEF], 2018)
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Adequacy of Helicopter Visual Landing Aids (HVLA)
The ship’s HVLA provide the necessary visual references
in supporting pilots to land and take off the helicopter from
the ships across a range of meteorological, day and night
conditions. The typical HVLA are shown in Figure 8. HVLA
must be NVG Class A-compatible and remain operationally
adequate even in light-polluted littoral environments (Liu, Wong,
& Ham, 2018). Applicable standards for HVLA compliance are
MIL-STD-3009, CAP 437 and CAP 168. Verification of HVLA
adequacy at flight trials involves ascertaining the effectiveness
and performance (detection range) by pilots in both day and
night (unaided and NVG-aided) conditions.

required to traverse free shear layers which separate from the
superstructure. Beneath these shear layers is a recirculation
zone closer to the rear face of the superstructure which
could affect the stability of the helicopter as it enters into
hover in ground-effect. This unsteadiness in the flow field
has significant energy over the frequency bandwidth to affect
helicopter stability and handling qualities, therefore increasing
the pilot workload (Lee & Zan, 2003). The Appendix details
the requirements of wind tunnel tests. Adherence to predetermined measurement points above and around the flight
deck supported the relative assessment of airwake effects on
available helicopter power and control margins.

Ship Seakeeping Characteristics
The ship’s seakeeping characteristics are verified during sea
trials against the predicted ship attitude when model tank tests
are carried out during the naval platform’s design phase. A
dynamic interface study is carried out to define the launch and
recovery envelopes for each ship-helicopter pair, identify the
probability for periods of quiescence, and evaluate the flight
deck motions in various sea-states for conditions unsafe for
ship-helicopter operations. Unsafe conditions arise if any of
the following occurs:
•
•
•
•

Ship motion causes helicopter to slide on the flight deck,
Securing system, such as lashing chains, exceeds the
design load,
Landing gear lifts off the flight deck, or
Helicopter undercarriage or landing gear experience forces
that exceed design load limits.

Helicopter Securing and Traversing System

Figure 8. Typical HVLA on a navy ship (NATO, 2017)

Ship Airwake Characteristics
Pilots need to maintain helicopter stability through a complex
flow field that arises from the forward motion of the ship and the
interactions of the atmospheric boundary layer with the ship’s
superstructure. The ship’s airwake contains spatial gradients
in flow speed and direction arising from the free shear layers,
a zone of recirculation, large wakes and vortex structures.
For flight decks located aft of the ships, the helicopter is

18
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The helicopter should be secured on the flight deck within
the shortest time possible upon landing to mitigate the risk
of the helicopter sliding or experiencing dynamic rollover.
One possible means of securing is the manual tie-down of
the helicopter by the flight deck crew with lashing chains
secured from lashing pots (tie-down points) to the mooring
points on the helicopter. The distribution of tie-down points
should follow the prescribed layout in US Navy’s Bulletin 1L.
The lashing pots are assessed for adequate reinforcement to
withstand the expected loads during operations. In one case
study, a calculation of the foundation strength was carried out
by Femap software to calculate the maximum Shell Von Mises
Stress and deformation of the flight deck for zones requiring
local reinforcement with welded brackets to be identified, as
shown in Figure 9.

METHODOLOGY OF ESTABLISHING THE SHIP-HELICOPTER OPERATING LIMITS

safety margin is added onto the measured average EM field of
each ship and helicopter emitter, as required by MIL-STD-464
to account for uncertainties in measurement, before being
compared against the qualified HIRF, HERO, HERP and HERF
limits of the helicopter and ship. Details of these assessments
are found in the Appendix.

Helicopter Preparatory Assessments

Figure 9. Finite Element Analysis of a navy ship flight deck

Manual securing could be time consuming. To mitigate
this, automatic securing systems such as the Aircraft Ship
Integrated Secure and Traverse (ASIST) System can be used
to secure the helicopter, as shown in Figure 10. These systems
provide automatic tracking of the helicopter and present
visual cues to the pilot to land the helicopter in the designated
landing area. Upon landing, the Rapid Securing Device (RSD)
will automatically secure the helicopter on the flight deck in a
matter of seconds.

Two cameras
(left and
right) for
tracking of
NH position.

The complex maritime environment motivates a preparatory
assessment on the helicopter’s compatibility for shipboard
operations. This assessment is supported by data provided
earlier by the helicopter manufacturer, comprising helicopter
geometry and dimensions, inertial properties, landing gear
configuration and design load limits, and electromagnetic
vulnerability qualification limits, as elaborated in the Appendix.

FLIGHT TRIALS
The completion of preparatory analyses for the ship and
helicopter is followed by the conduct of flight trials to qualify
the SHOL. Flight trials may span a few days to a few weeks.
Resource commitments are compounded by the months of
work-up training for the aircrew and ship crew, helicoptersupport equipment certification, post-trial recovery, and
opportunity cost of the trial assets; hence, there is a strong
impetus to streamline the existing ship-helicopter qualification
process.

Electromagnetic Compatibility

The design of the flight trials is led by the RSAF’s Test and
Evaluation Centre. For each specific test objective defined for
the flight trial, the measures of performance, pass/fail criteria,
test methodology, data collection requirements and expected
results are clearly articulated during the test plan reviews to
ensure that the trial scope encompass all test points needed
to define the SHOL.

EM Compatibility for ship-helicopter operations is determined
through a study of the radiation hazards (RADHAZ) and High
Intensity Radiated Fields (HIRF) from each platform separately
prior to a combined safety assessment for operationalisation.
RADHAZ analysis covers Hazards of Electromagnetic
Radiation to Ordnance (HERO), Hazards of Electromagnetic
Radiation to Personnel (HERP), Hazards of Electromagnetic
Radiation to Fuel (HERF) and High Intensity Radiated Fields
(HIRF). The HERO assessment calculates the safety distance
for ordnance to ensure that no unintended ignition would be
caused by EM energy generated by the ship and helicopter
transmitters. HERP assessments calculate safety distances for
personnel to ensure that the radiation levels do not become
hazardous to the crew on the ship and helicopter. A 6dB

A standardised test progression approach ensures that a
safe incremental build-up is employed to qualify potentially
high workload test points (NATO, 2003). Each test sortie
comprises an approach-recovery-landing-launch-departure
cycle, conducted by the same test pilot with consistent windover-deck conditions. The parameters acquired are both
quantitative and qualitative in nature, including pilot workload,
adequacy of HVLA, helicopter power and control margins,
helicopter stability, ship motion, helicopter landing gear loads,
and helicopter landing dispersion, as listed in Tables A2 and
A3 (In Appendix). These parameters cannot be evaluated in
isolation during these flight trials. Therefore, a comprehensive
rating in the form of a five-point Deck Interface Pilot Effort
Scale (DIPES) is assigned by the test pilot to evaluate the

Figure 10. S-70B NH recovery with ASIST system on a navy ship
(MINDEF, 2018)
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operational pilot workload and indication of parameters that
contributed to the elevated difficulty of that event, as detailed
in Table A4. Flight trials that are designed to include measures
of effectiveness of HVLA are recommended to use the Visual
Landing Aids Rating Scale shown in Table A5. These rating
systems and scales were developed to enhance sharing of
flight test results by different countries (NATO, 2003).

POST-TRIAL ANALYSIS
The post-trial analysis compares flight test data and pilots’
DIPES input for all the test points defining the candidate SHOL
envelope. Figure 11 shows an example of the DIPES rating
provided by a test pilot. For this particular trial, the highest
DIPES rating was 2 for the range of test points, which implies
that considerable effort was required to land and take off the
helicopter at these relative wind conditions. The pilots’ power
and control inputs would be checked to ensure that there
will be sufficient power and control margins throughout all
phases of ship-helicopter operations to handle contingencies,
or to compensate against external disturbances, such as
wind gusts, to the helicopter. Any encroachment of power
and control inputs into safety margins would render that test
point unsatisfactory, hence reducing the operating envelope
represented by that test point on grounds of unsafe helicopter
operation. Power correction factors (obtained from helicopter
hover performance charts) are applied to account for ambient
temperature and weight differences as a result of variation in
the test environment and fuel consumption respectively. Figure
12 shows a sample summary of control inputs at various test
points. In this example, the minimum and maximum longitudinal
Control Position Input (CPI) percentages were collected and
tabulated for various relative wind conditions throughout the
entire flight trials.

Figure 11. A sample of DIPES Rating for each test point
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Performance Rejection
The flight trials seek to determine parameters that will limit
the helicopter’s performance under atmospheric conditions
specified for the mission. Atmospheric conditions that are
hot and high (altitude) typically limit engine performance.
Therefore, it is important to determine the precise limiting factor
for the atmospheric conditions specified to enable objective
comparison of data points flown during the test campaign.
Applying weight corrections for any day with temperatures
higher than the International Standard Atmosphere is
restrictive to the RSAF, given that typical flying conditions are
warmer. Once the precise limiting factors (e.g. torque, power)
are known, referred parameters are used. The referred weight
(i.e. helicopter weight as a function of air density) technique is
employed to enable a set of tests conducted during prevailing
atmospheric conditions at the SHOL definition trials to be
directly comparable with another set of tests conducted under
different atmospheric conditions (Cooke & Fitzpatrick, 2010).

Error Analysis
Errors in flight test measurements are an inevitable
characteristic of all measurements. Ideally, a measurement
should be repeated several times. However, in reality, flight
trials are unable to replicate similar conditions exactly for
repeated measurements, therefore error bars are introduced to
support analysis of the test points required to define the SHOL.
Error bars are determined by the summation of instrumentation
errors and fractional errors in quadrature (Taylor, 1997). In the
example shown in Figure 12, an upper and lower error bar of 1%
was applied to digital Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) results,
while a higher error bar of 5% was applied for test points that
employed manual FTI (e.g. when the digital FTI was faulty or
was not used for that test point). This approach provides a
check on the significance of error sources. If the reduction of
raw data involves parameters raised to high powers, these
parameters need to be measured with a higher degree of
precision if the calculated results are not to be degraded in
probable error. This analysis of measured errors and required
computation may affect the choice of instrumentation for a
flight trial. In Figure 12, all CPIs did not encroach into the predetermined 10% forward or aft control safety margins. Should
any of the error bars encroach into the pre-determined 10%
safety margin, the test team would have to highlight this at the
post-trial review. This analysis is repeated for helicopter cyclic,
pedals and collective controls.
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with alternate means to unlock efficiencies through piloted flight
simulations and CFD simulations (NATO, 2003; Forrest, Owen,
& Padfield, 2012). At present, simulation techniques still rely on
the ship-helicopter test and evaluation community to generate
the evidence underpinning prediction model development for
future SHOL establishment by simulation (NATO, 2003).

Figure 12. A sample control position input chart indicating the range
of CPI at different relative wind conditions

Defining the SHOL
Once flight trial data on helicopter power and control margins,
and pilot workload and effectiveness are collated, the operating
envelope of the SHOL can be defined. Other verifications for
ship-helicopter interoperability may also include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

HVLA effectiveness and performance
Effectiveness of helicopter tie-down
Effectiveness of munitions tie-down
EM compatibility assessment
Helicopter maintenance and armament operations

Any unsatisfactory element of verification trials from the list
above warrants a review of the candidate SHOL envelope
and proposed risk mitigating measures to ensure that shiphelicopter operations are safe. The presence of new hazards
unearthed during the flight trials should be promulgated to the
RSN and the RSAF safety forums for review and acceptance
of mitigation measures and residual risk levels, as part of the
process to operationalise the SHOL.

DISCUSSION
Shortcomings of the Traditional SHOL
Qualification Process
The shortcoming of the traditional SHOL qualification process
which culminates in full-scale ship-helicopter trials lies in its
resource-intensiveness. Several navies have experimented

The traditional SHOL qualification process establishes a
specific pairwise operating envelope for each ship-helicopter
combination, implying the need to conduct separate shiphelicopter trials between each helicopter type in the RSAF
and each RSN ship it is expected to operate with. SHOL
developments are limited by the relative wind and sea state
conditions encountered during full scale trials for each shiphelicopter pair, often requiring test teams to pursue desired test
conditions as the helicopter commences its approach for each
test sortie. Prevailing relative wind and sea state conditions
may also result in the inability to verify the extreme test points
required to establish the edge of the candidate SHOL envelope,
hence necessitating a follow-up trial which incurs additional
cost. Another shortcoming of the traditional SHOL qualification
process is the reliance on the opinion of one or a few test pilots
who have been instructed to interpolate cognitively to account
for the capabilities and skill of the ‘worst qualified pilot’ who
operates in the SHOL. Roscoe and Wilkinson (2002) found that
the pilot(s) used to qualify the candidate SHOL could have an
impact on the envelope released for operational use, despite
trial pilots being briefed to take into account cognitively the
skill of the worst qualified pilot. In their simulator test, four test
pilots were assigned to develop a SHOL for a specific shiphelicopter combination, which resulted in four unique SHOLs.
However, Roscoe and Wilkinson (2002)’s recommendation to
avoid reliance on a single pilot may be challenging to adhere to
in light of resource constraints.

One Helicopter-Many Ships Approach
Engineering analysis underpins the one helicopter-many ships
approach via a read-across of ship wind tunnel studies against
data on helicopter performance characteristics and precedent
flight trials. Flight trial results from one ship-helicopter pair
could be used to support analysis for another on the basis of
similarity. This would result in a reduction of the trial resources
needed to qualify the SHOL for each pair of helicopter and
ship. Table 1 outlines the data required to support engineering
analysis.
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Data required

Analysis supported

1. Wind tunnel studies for all Ship airwake assessment
ship classes expected to
and its impact to helicopter
operate with the helicopter operations – (see Figure
A3 for recommended
measurement grid
dimensions)
Assessment of helicopter
2. Helicopter hover
performance
power and control margin
assessment in the ship
characteristics
environment
3. Helicopter low speed
Assessment of helicopter
characteristics
power and control margin
assessment in the ship
environment
4. Dynamic Interface Analysis Investigate dynamic
for ship-helicopter pair
behaviour of the helicopter
embarked on each ship
under secured and freedeck conditions
5. Helicopter pilot vision plot Assessment of pilot’s
ability to see HVLA and
shipboard visual cues
6. Past flight trial data of
Assessment of helicopter
helicopter with other ships power and control margin
assessment in the ship
environment;
Review of hazards,
adequacy, applicability of
risk mitigation measures
for future flight trials
7. EM compatibility
assessment of ship and
helicopter, or if absent,
EM levels of ship and
helicopter, and respective
platforms’ EM limits

Figure 13. Worst-case relative wind conditions caused by Red-30
winds for a helicopter’s starboard departure

It is also possible to read across the pilot vision plot from
one ship-helicopter configuration to subsequent shiphelicopter combinations. There are pilot vision requirements
set forth in MIL-STD-850B, which outline the minimum angles
of unimpaired vision (See Figure 14 for the pilot visibility
requirements for helicopters designed with side-by-side
cockpit layout). By studying the helicopter vision plot, it is
possible to assess if the HVLA are visible to the pilots, and
if the placement of the HVLA on one ship is comparable with
previous ships.

RADHAZ study and
recommendations

Table 1. Data required to support engineering analysis

Test points could be designed to verify the worst case scenarios
under which the helicopter would experience the highest
disturbance. For example, a relative wind from the left bearing
270 (Red2-30 wind) would result in a higher disturbance for a
helicopter departing from starboard, as compared to a relative
wind from bearing 030 (Green 30 wind), and vice versa for a
helicopter departing from port, as shown in Figure 13. Scaling
up this principle in the context of SHOL development for a
new helicopter, the approach entails conducting flight trials
only on the ship that presents the most adverse conditions
for helicopter operations. This is a more resource-efficient
approach for ship-helicopter integration.
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Figure 14. Requirements for pilot visibility for helicopters designed
with side-by-side cockpit layouts (NATO, 1970)

CONCLUSION
Integration teams should strive to maximise ship-helicopter
interoperability in the most adverse environments possible
for operational flexibility. The resource-intensiveness of the
traditional SHOL qualification process underscores the early
acquisition of technical data and completion of supporting
studies to achieve safe and efficient operationalisation of shiphelicopter interoperability.
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APPENDIX
Ship Wind Tunnel Tests
Wind tunnel tests are conducted on a scaled model (see Figure
A1) during naval platform design reviews to determine optimal
anemometer positions, airwake characteristics above the flight
deck and aft of the ship, and air flow deviations at various
predefined positions above and around the ship. A typical wind
tunnel is equipped with reference instrumentation to measure
total temperature, differential tunnel contraction pressures,

and two total pressures in the settling chamber. Smoke was
used to visualise flow patterns (see Figure A2). The size of the
recirculation region was determined with coloured oil on the
flight deck – helicopter operations within this region should be
minimised as it may result in helicopter over-torque or insufficient
helicopter control margins to counter the unsteady flow.
The recommended measurement grid positions relative to the
landing spot are detailed in Figure A3. Wind tunnel data and
anemometer placement enable naval platform engineers to
chart the air flow conditions above the flight deck and in the
helicopter approach/departure paths as shown in Figure A4.

Figure A1. A ship wind tunnel model

Figure A2. Flow visualisation of airwake at leeward side of the ship

Figure A3. Recommended measurement grid positions relative to the landing spot of the ship. The stations with thick outlines were also
measured with a 5-hole probe (full size dimensions in metres)
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Summary of Mitigating Measures
RADHAZ

HERP

Figure A4. Sample ship environmental conditions constructed with
wind tunnel data (Hoencamp, 2009)

HERF

Distance for the transmitter to be
ceased before helicopter reaches
ship
• Transmitter SA: 30m

Ship
perspective

Ship crew to observe safety distance
while operating next to helicopter.
Helicopter transmitter
• Transmitter AA: 0.2m
• Transmitter AB: 0.1m
No ship transmitter restrictions

Ship
perspective

Ship and
Helicopter
perspective

Electromagnetic Compatibility
HERP and HERO analyses involve thermal heating effects,
and use the average power for assessment of their safety
limits. HERF assessments deal with hazards during refuelling
operations, and uses peak power for assessment as it involves
igniting fuel vapours due to induced arcing which is dependent
on the fuel-air mixture, peak power level and air gap distance.
The relevant standards for HERF analysis are NAVSEA OP3565
Vol 1, Rev 6 and MIL-STD-464.
The HIRF assessment calculates the safety distances of
electromagnetic interference (EMI), HERO and HERP from
an approaching helicopter. This involves an assessment
of helicopter vulnerability against a ship’s transmitters to
determine the electromagnetically compatible state of the
ship and helicopter. To mitigate RADHAZ in cases where the
safety distances are impractical, selected sensors on both the
ship and helicopter shall not be allowed to transmit at a predetermined distance as documented in the SHOL. A sample
of EM risk-mitigation recommendations is shown in Table A1.
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Ship and
Helicopter
perspective
HIRF

Helicopter
Configuration 2

Helicopter
perspective

Helicopter
perspective
HERO

Helicopter
Configuration 1

No ordnance near flight deck during
helicopter operations.
Helicopter transmitter
• Transmitter AA: 0.2m
• Transmitter AB: 0.1m
• No transmitter restriction for
aviation fuel
• Prohibiting operation of handheld
communications equipment
within 10feet (~3m) of refuelling
activities
No transmission Distance for the
restriction
transmitter to be
ceased before
helicopter
reaches ship
Ship transmitter
• Transmitter
SB: 100m

Table A1. A sample summary of RADHAZ mitigations (figures and
details are arbitrary)

Helicopter Data Required
Helicopter Geometry
The geometric data of the helicopter includes the main rotor
diameter, tail rotor diameter, equivalent helicopter side and
frontal areas. With respect to the helicopter zero reference in
3-dimensional space, the location of the main and tail landing
gear axles, main rotor hub and securing system (if any) would
be required. The inertial properties of the helicopter to be
determined includes the centre of mass, and the mass moment
of inertia for the masses of various helicopters.
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Hover Performance Analysis

Blade Sailing

Helicopter hover performance analysis examines the engine
(power) and control parameters, such as pedal and torque, as
a function of helicopter weight in hover in ground effect and
hover out of ground effect conditions. Once these relationships
are known, correction factors would be derived and used for
post-flight trial analysis. These derived data can also be used
as a comparison against the data presented in the helicopter
flight manual.

Blade Sailing is an aeroelastic phenomenon typically
observed during the start-up or shut-down of a helicopter.
This phenomenon adversely affects helicopter main rotors
rotating at low speeds in high or turbulent wind conditions. The
resultant excessive flapping could cause the blade to strike
the airframe or personnel in the helicopter’s vicinity. Adherence
to the manufacturer’s prescribed rotor start-stop limits would
mitigate the risk of blade sailing (Newman, 1999; NATO, 2003).
Helicopters designed with rotor brakes could employ them to
stop slow-rotating blades sooner.

Low Speed Handling Analysis
Low speed handling analysis provides a good understanding
of the control and handling characteristics of the helicopter
torque, and control margins against the relative wind speed
and its azimuth when operating in close proximity to the ship.
This data is essential for the test team to identify any critical
test points which would need to be flight tested subsequently.

Data Collected at Flight Trials
Parameter

+/- 100

%

0/100

%

Cyclic fore/aft Position

+/- 100

%

Flight Test Instrumentation

Cyclic lateral position

+/- 100

%

0/360

degrees

FTI on the helicopter is recommended to measure and record
the parameters for power and control inputs (cyclic lateral,
cyclic longitudinal and pedal), and landing gear loads during
the trial for the test team to perform post-trial analysis.
Telemetry capability can also be implemented onto the
helicopter to allow the Trial Director to constantly monitor the
helicopter performance from the ship throughout the trial. Onboard digital FTI also affords better resolution of data for posttrial analysis.

Roll attitude

+/- 360

degrees

Pitch attitude

+/- 360

degrees

Doppler velocities

+/- 40

knots

Longitudinal (Vx)

Trial Helicopter Configuration
The defined Concept of Operations determines the
configuration of the trial helicopter. The trial helicopter may
require ballast to achieve a weight as close to its intended
MAUW for the development of the SHOL and for it to be
qualified as practicable. Although it is expected that the
helicopter’s weight decreases over the duration of a trial with
the consumption of fuel, the trial team should plan the test
points carefully to include the intended MAUW at the most
adverse wind conditions articulated by the SHOL.

Pedal position

Typical Range

Collective position

Heading

-30/120

knots

Lateral (Vy)

+/- 40

knots

Engine torque port &
starboard

0/150

%

Engine inlet temperature

-25/100

˚C

Radio altimeter

0/1000

feet

Light - heavy

lbs

Weight

Table A2. List of helicopter data to be acquired (NATO, 2003)

Parameter
Ship speed through water

Typical Range
0/45

knots

Pitch

+/- 10

degrees

Roll

+/- 10

degrees

Heading

0/360

degrees

Outside-air temperature

-25/60

˚C

Pitch attitude

+/- 360

degrees

Relative wind speed

+/- 40

knots

-30/120

degrees

HVLA settings

0/100

%

Helicopter fuelling pressure
setting

0/10

bar

Wave swell direction

0/360

degrees

Relative wind heading

Table A3. List of ship data to be acquired (NATO, 2003)
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EFFORT

GUIDANCE

DIPES

Reasonable compensation required. Tracking and positioning accuracy is consistently
Slight to Moderate maintained throughout the operation. Fleet pilots will have enough spare capacity to conduct
ancillary tasks.

1

Considerable

Significant compensation required. Tracking and positioning accuracy occasionally degrades
during peaks in ship motion, sea spray or turbulence. Fleet Pilots will have difficulty conducting
ancillary tasks.

2

Highest Tolerable

Highest tolerable compensation required. Tracking and positioning accuracy degrades regularly
during peaks in ship motion, sea spray or turbulence. Fleet pilots will be able to keep up with
task requirements but no more. Degraded operations (ship or helicopter) will probably require an
abort. Repeated safe operations are achievable. This point defines the recommended limit.

3

Excessive

Excessive compensation required. Accuracy is poor in one or more axes. Fleet Pilots will be
purely reacting to external influences rather than anticipating them. A safe abort may not be
possible if a helicopter or ship system is lost during a critical phase of the evolution. Fleet pilots
under operational conditions could not consistently repeat these evolutions safely.

4

Dangerous

Extreme compensation required. Repeated safe evolutions are not possible even under
controlled test conditions with fully proficient crews.

5

Acceptable (DIPES 1-3)

Unacceptable (DIPES 4-5)

Each DIPES rating may be given one or more suffixes to descript the cause(s) of increased pilot workload:
Pitch control
P
Helicopter attitude
A
Turbulence
T
Height control
H
Roll control
R
Spray
S
Deck motion
D
Forward/aft positioning
F
Yaw control
Y
Torque control
Q
Visual cues
V
Lateral positioning
L
Funnel Exhaust
E
Table A4. The DIPES rating scale (NATO, 2003)

HVLA
rating

Adequacy

Rating Description

1

Good

Configuration provides visual cues that require little or no pilot effort to interpret; recoveries are
slightly more difficult than those attempted in daylight.

2

Satisfactory

Configuration provides minimum amount of visual cues necessary for routine safe fleet recovery
operations.

3

Adequate

Configuration is adequate for fleet use in non-routine basis. Use when operationally necessary and
with prior pilot training on the configuration.

4

Marginal

Configuration provides inadequate visual cues for consistently safe fleet recovery operations;
recoveries could be conducted with significantly increased risk in critical or wartime situations.

5

Unsatisfactory

Configuration provides insufficient visual cues for safe recovery; unacceptable risks
associated with recovery attempts in these conditions.
Table A5. HVLA Rating Scale (NATO, 2003)
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ENDNOTES
1

The flight deck shall only be permitted to deform elastically
under crash load.
2

Red winds is naval and air force terminology for winds from
the Port side of the platform; conversely, Green winds refer to
the starboard side
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DEVELOPMENT OF
AN UNMANNED TRUCK PLATOON
FOR LOGISTICS RESUPPLY
GAN Hao Yi, GUO Yongqiang, LIM Jun Min Leonard

ABSTRACT
This article describes an Unmanned Truck Platoon, comprising a man-driven Lead Vehicle and three Unmanned Followers
(UF), and covers the objectives, design, challenges and lessons learnt through development of the system. The trucks were
modified from SAF five-ton trucks using add-on actuator kits to enable drive-by-wire1 operation. The UFs were also equipped
with capabilities such as autonomous vehicle-following, obstacle avoidance and vehicle-to-vehicle2 communication which
enable the truck platoon to execute logistics resupply missions.
In addition to details on the Unmanned Truck Platoon’s design and architecture, this article also captures the journey
undertaken by the team in designing and developing a user-friendly and operationally robust system. The article also
shares insights gleaned from the development process, and introduces concepts and technology enablers that the team is
exploring in both the military and commercial domains, such as truck platoons for inter-terminal container haulage as part
of PSA operations.
Keywords: truck platooning, autonomous vehicle, lean manpower, vehicle-following, unmanned logistics resupply

INTRODUCTION
Logistics resupply missions in hostile environments encounter
risks and challenges. Vehicle convoys face threats from
improvised explosive devices as well as other forms of
attack. Operations over long distances in challenging off-road
and urban terrain could also lead to accidents as a result of
driver fatigue. With declining manpower resources, there is
an increasing need for the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) to
reduce its logistics personnel while maintaining the ability to
achieve complex and critical logistics operations.
In tandem, advances in computing, communications and
sensor technologies over the past decade have also brought
unmanned ground vehicles another step closer to reality.
These autonomous systems will play an increasingly crucial
role in the future battlefield not only to enable lean manning,
but also to offer a force protection advantage by minimising
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personnel exposed to dangerous missions. One key concept
under development is that of an Unmanned Truck Platoon
which comprises a man-driven Lead Vehicle (LV) and three
Unmanned Followers (UF). By integrating drive-by-wire (DBW),
vehicle-following, obstacle avoidance and vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) capabilities to existing SAF five-ton trucks, a single driver
would be able to operate four trucks for logistics resupply
missions. The project also serves as a stepping stone for
the development of other more advanced, fully autonomous
unmanned ground vehicles for the SAF.
This article is organised into seven sections. Following the
introduction, Section Two summarises the design of the
Unmanned Truck Platoon; Section Three describes operations
of the platooning system; Section Four and Five highlight the
project outcomes and lessons learnt; and Sections Six and
Seven provide an overview of future technologies and further
opportunities.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The Unmanned Truck Platoon prototype was developed as
part of an R&D project with two key objectives – manpower
savings of 75% for logistics resupply missions, and robust
operation even in challenging terrain. This is in contrast with
commercial truck platooning projects elsewhere, where
fuel efficiency3 is the main impetus, and truck platoons are
designed to function on highways and operate with drivers still
‘in-the-loop’ within the follower trucks. As such, in this project,
the team designed the system with several factors in mind:
(1) driverless follower trucks to reap manpower savings;
(2) safety features and system redundancies for reduced risks;
and (3) a hybrid Global Positioning System (GPS)-perception
vehicle-following technique for end-to-end operations in
difficult off-road terrain (e.g. under foliage with poor GPS
signals).

challenging, and the team conducted many virtual simulations
and physical trials to validate the vehicle-control software and
algorithms. Figure 1 illustrates the placement and installation
of the add-on kit within the UF cabin.

Vehicle Platform

Other Hardware Subsystems

The Unmanned Truck Platoon is based on four of the SAF’s
automatic-transmission MAN 16.284 LAERC trucks, also
commonly known as the five-ton truck. As the vehicles do
not possess DBW capabilities, the follower trucks had to
be retrofitted with add-on kits consisting of actuators to
control steering, gear changes, acceleration and braking.
Characterisation of the DBW-enabled UFs (e.g. different
weights, braking distances, turning radiuses) proved

Aside from the add-on kit, the other main hardware components
that were integrated into the LV and UFs are shown in Figure
2 and Figure 3, respectively. These include cost-effective
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) sensors such as automotivegrade radars and cameras, risk-mitigating safety equipment,
and various communication and localisation subsystems.
Details on the main hardware are provided in the subsequent
paragraphs.

Figure 1. Placement of add-on kit in the UF
(Reprinted with permission from ST Engineering)

Figure 2. Main hardware subsystems installed on the Lead Vehicle
(Reprinted with permission from ST Engineering)
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Figure 3. Main hardware subsystems installed in the Unmanned Follower
(Reprinted with permission from ST Engineering)

a) LV Convoy Command and Monitoring Console (CCMC)
– The vehicle commander in the LV is able to monitor and
control the UFs via an on-board touchscreen console known
as the CCMC. The console has a 15-inch sunlight-readable
display, an Intel processor and a 64 GB solid-state drive. Video
feeds from the UFs can be selected for display on the CCMC
to provide added situational awareness, in addition to a bird's
eye view of the truck platoon.
b) UF Sensor Suite – The team integrated a COTS sensor suite
(consisting of a camera and five radars) with locally developed
software algorithms to enable the UF to perform vehiclefollowing and obstacle avoidance. The automotive-grade
COTS sensors were selected based on cost and performance
considerations, and were taken from production lines with
stringent quality control measures in place.
c) Localisation System – The GPS-INS4 provides the LV and
UFs with information on position, orientation and velocity.
For the LV, the localisation information is used to provide
situational awareness regarding its position with respect to the
UFs via the CCMC. For the UFs, the set of real-time data is
used to plan the path ahead, and to alter their paths whenever
obstacles are detected by the sensor suite.
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d) Safety Features – There are manually activated emergency
stop (e-stop) buttons in the cabins of the LV and UFs. When
activated by a safety driver, the e-stop triggers the DBW
system to apply the service brake and cease the engine,
thereby bringing the UF to a stop. For redundancy, the team
also designed an additional independent e-stop (IES) which
does not require any electrical or pneumatic power to actuate,
but is instead based on a compressed spring. Triggering
conditions for the IES include critical faults, such as loss of
power and failure of the add-on kit’s motors.

Software Design
At the heart of the Unmanned Truck Platoon is its software.
A simplified overview of the software design is provided in
Figure 4 while more detailed descriptions of the UF’s software
modules (i.e. Computer Software Configuration Items) are
given in Table 1.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN UNMANNED TRUCK PLATOON FOR LOGISTICS RESUPPLY

Figure 4. Software Overview of the Unmanned Truck Platoon

UF Software Module
VTEL - Vehicle Telemetry

Functionality
Provides information on speed, yaw-rate, turning signal and gear

RSSI - Radar Sensor Suite Interface Extracts sensor data from the Radar Sensor Suite hardware
RSST - Radar Sensor Suite Tracker

Processes sensor data and provides information on objects detected by the Radar
Sensor Suite

LCM – Localisation

Provides position, heading, velocity and acceleration of the UF

VDTM – Vehicle Detection
and Tracking

Tracks and provides information on the position of the vehicle that is leading the UF.
Also triggers the UF to come to a safe stop when a collision with an obstacle is predicted

CBM - Convoy Behaviour

Generates a path for the UF to follow

PFM - Path Follower

Generates vehicle control commands (e.g. speed and curvature) for the UF to track
a path

VCM - Vehicle Control

Converts speed and curvature commands into low-level actuation commands to
DBW

DBW - Drive-By-Wire

Provides control of the throttle, brake, steering and gear actuators

PLM - Platform Manager

Provides information on the system state and communicates with the LV CCMC as
well as the PLM of other UFs

HMM - Health Monitoring

Monitors the health status of all the software modules residing on-board the UF

ICM - IES Control

Controls actuation of the IES hardware
Table 1. Descriptions of the UF Software Modules
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OPERATION OF THE UNMANNED
TRUCK PLATOON
Terrain
The Unmanned Truck Platoon was designed to be able to
operate on both public roads and off-road terrain. In off-road
conditions, the truck platoon is expected to traverse obstacles
and rugged tracks; some examples are provided in Figure 5.
In contrast with commercial truck platoons which operate on
highways, such terrain posed significant challenges to the
team, such as (1) the need to protect and reinforce the sensors
mounted on the exterior of the trucks; (2) managing the sensor
mounting positions and angles to maximise the field-of-view in
various gradients and terrain; and (3) iteratively improving the
navigation and vehicle-control algorithms to balance the need
to operate in both public roads and off-road environments
(e.g. hybrid GPS-perception vehicle-following technique that
operates robustly on public roads as well as under foliage).

Figure 6. Operation of the Unmanned Truck Platoon

The primary mode of vehicle-following is based on the UF’s
perception suite. These sensors provide information on the
position of the vehicle in front. With this information, the convoy
behaviour module plans the path that maintains the UF at a
safe distance behind the preceding vehicle. The path follower
module then generates speed and curvature commands to
allow the UF to manoeuvre along the planned path. These
are subsequently converted into low-level DBW actuation
commands for the add-on kit to control the UF accordingly.
During sharp turns and other situations, a UF may lose
perception of the vehicle in front. To handle such situations,
a secondary mode of vehicle-following based on GPS pose is
used. At all times during the truck platoon’s operation, the LV
and UFs continuously broadcast their GPS pose and vehicle
status via the meshed and encrypted V2V communications
network. When perception is lost, the UFs will utilise the GPS
pose from the preceding vehicle to plan its path instead.

Figure 5. Operational Terrain

Modes of Operation
In the Unmanned Truck Platoon, each of the UFs follows the
vehicle in front based on data from its on-board sensor systems,
and position and orientation information (also known as pose)
sent from the vehicle preceding it via V2V communications, as
shown in Figure 6.
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The sensor suite on the UF also serves another crucial function
– to detect obstacles which intrude into the path of the UF
during convoy movement. Upon detection and prediction of a
potential collision with an obstacle, the UF executes collision
avoidance by actuating the service brake and stopping the
engine, subsequently coming to a safe stop.
Notably, the team also designed the UF to allow a driver to
operate the vehicle like a normal truck still, when the system
is set to Manual Mode. In this mode, the back-drive of the
steering actuator is minimal, and the other actuators similarly
do not interfere with normal driving. This allows for ease of
movement between the workshop and trial sites, and enables
manual-driving of the UF without any change in hardware or
software configuration.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN UNMANNED TRUCK PLATOON FOR LOGISTICS RESUPPLY

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND
OBSERVATIONS
The Unmanned Truck Platoon was tested on various terrain5
to assess the system’s performance in the areas of (1) Speed
and Lateral Deviation; (2) Obstacle Avoidance; (3) Traversing
Terrain Obstacles; and (4) Truck Platoon Reverse. The system
was validated in 2016 on off-road terrain. In 2017, the system
was validated through another set of trials conducted on
public roads and various off-road sites within the Sungei
Gedong Training Area, up to speeds of 50kph. Cumulatively,
the trials added up to more than a thousand kilometres of
mileage. While the performance of the system exceeded all the
project requirements, the team observed several limitations
and potential areas for improvement which are summarised as
follows:
a) Endurance – The power supply was designed to rely on
the UF’s alternator and an additional bank of 12 deep-cycle
batteries. Moving forward, there will be a need to increase the
Truck Platoon’s endurance and reduce the space taken up by
the battery bank in the cargo cabin.
b) Image Recognition – With the use of a COTS camera,
the image recognition database is limited to a set of objects
more commonly found in urban environments, such as
pedestrians, motorcycles, cars and trucks. For an expanded
set of classification capabilities for off-road obstacles (e.g.
potholes, trees) and military platforms (e.g. tracked vehicles),
additional video analytics features should be integrated to
the sensor suite. Such capabilities have been developed in
other R&D projects, and can be integrated to the system in
the subsequent phase of the Unmanned Truck Platoon project.
c) Add-on Kit – While an add-on kit fulfilled the need to convert
the non-DBW five-ton truck into a UF, limitations of such an
approach were felt by the team. These include latencies in the
control of the vehicle via the mechanical actuators, reliability
issues with the added components, and more complex
maintenance considerations. Moving forward, as unmanned
technologies become more ubiquitous, the Unmanned Truck
Platoon of tomorrow should leverage DBW-enabled trucks.

LESSONS LEARNT
The team thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to design,
develop and validate the Unmanned Truck Platoon prototype
over a span of three years. With the successful completion of
the project, some of the key lessons learnt are documented in
the subsequent paragraphs.

a) Iterative Development – Given the R&D nature of the
project, the team had to be agile in all aspects of managing
the project. From deep-dive and iterative design reviews to
ascertain the most optimal system configuration and design,
to repeated updates of software modules and algorithms
to overcome surprises along the way, adopting an agile
development mindset and framework was crucial in ensuring
that the system was delivered within the SAF’s required
timeline and met all the necessary operational and technical
requirements.
b) System Safety – Due to the driverless design of the UF,
the system and software were subjected to rigorous safety
assessments and tests. Through close cooperation with
users and contractors during design reviews and system
delivery, in aspects such as identification of potential hazards
and implementation of mitigation measures, the system was
eventually designed and tested to be robust and safe. Zero
safety incidents occurred throughout the Unmanned Truck
Platoon’s trials and demonstrations.
c) Leveraging Modelling and Simulation (M&S) – With
increasing demands on SAF resources such as manpower,
support vehicles and trial sites, physical trials are both costly
and difficult to execute. The team therefore pushed boundaries
in the project, and used M&S tools to test and evaluate key
functions including vehicle navigation and obstacle avoidance.
This approach reduced the need for costly and time-consuming
physical trials and allowed all stakeholders to have greater
confidence in the system.

FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES
Significant investments in the autonomous vehicle domain
are driving demand for better performance of sensors such as
radars6, Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)7 and cameras.
For example, while a LIDAR today may be expensive, rapid
development in solid-state LIDARs, coupled with the increase
in quantities produced, is poised to drive the prices of these
sensors down. Many of these new LIDARs will also be
automotive-grade with no mechanical moving parts, improving
their reliability. With radars and cameras, a similar trajectory is
also driving down costs and raising their performance. Many
cars equipped with driver-assistance systems already come
with such sensors installed, providing features such as forward
collision and lane departure warnings.
New civilian vehicles today are also increasingly designed and
produced with DBW capabilities, where the steering, throttle,
gear change and brakes can be controlled electronically via
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an on-board electronic control unit. This allows an autonomy
kit to control the vehicle directly without the need for add-on
actuators. The removal of the additional electro-mechanical
interface reduces lash in the system, thereby allowing for
tighter control and improved performance. The reduction
in complexities associated with the design, installation and
calibration of such electro-mechanical interface further
improves the reliability of the autonomous vehicle and facilitates
the scaling up for wide-spread deployment. While complete
DBW capabilities are currently limited to light vehicles (e.g.
cars), commercial heavy vehicles are expected to adopt them
eventually as these DBW capabilities provide advantages such
as improved safety and lower fuel consumption, even for nonautonomous vehicles.
With computers exercising direct control of physical
systems within an unmanned vehicle, often with little human
supervision, cybersecurity is a crucial area of growing concern.
The networking of individual platforms into cooperative fleets
further increases the associated threat vectors and requires a
systems engineering approach when looking more in depth
into cybersecurity.

FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES
Beyond logistics, truck platooning technology can also be used
in other mission sets as a means to insert unmanned assets
efficiently into the area of operations. One example would
be to have unmanned combat engineering vehicles follow
manned vehicles via platooning during the movement phase,
and upon reaching the designated location, be tele-operated
to conduct the mission. As platooning features are now more
mature than fully autonomous capabilities, the combined use
of platooning and tele-operation allows for stand-off operation
of combat engineering equipment in the short to medium term,
reducing the risk of exposure for soldiers.
In the commercial sphere, truck platooning technology has
a host of applications. Within Singapore, a truck platooning
system will be trialled for inter-terminal haulage of containers
between Brani Terminal and Pasir Panjang Terminals. The ability
to control four trucks using only a single driver will address
the expected shortage of truck drivers in the future, and allow
more freight movement to be conducted at night to ease traffic
congestion. Moving forward, platooning technologies can also
be used to reap efficiencies for other logistics operations such
as the movement of goods between warehouses and stores
across the country.
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ENDNOTES
1

Drive-by-wire technology involves the use of electrical
or electro-mechanical systems to perform vehicle functions
traditionally achieved by mechanical linkages, such as control
of braking and acceleration.
2

Vehicle-to-vehicle communication refers to the wireless
transmission of data between two or more connected vehicles.
3

Truck platooning improves fuel efficiency by allowing the
trucks to drive more closely together than in conventional
situations. This reduces aerodynamics drag on the rear
vehicles in the platoon, leading to lowered fuel consumption.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN UNMANNED TRUCK PLATOON FOR LOGISTICS RESUPPLY
4

Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based
navigation system that provides geolocation and time
information to a GPS receiver. An Inertial Navigation System
(INS) is a navigation aid that uses a computer, motion sensors
and rotation sensors to calculate position, orientation and
velocity of an object without the need for external references.
5

The Unmanned Truck Platoon was tested on various
terrain, such as tarmac roads, sandy and uneven ground in
off-road training areas, and obstacle courses within Mandai
Cross-Country Driving Circuit.
6

Radar (Radio Detection and Ranging) is an active detection
system which emits radio waves, receiving and processing the
waves reflected off an object to determine the object’s range,
angle and velocity.
7

LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is an active detection
system which determines the distance to an object by
measuring the time it takes for emitted pulses of light to travel
to the object and back.
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COLLISION DETECTION AND
COLLISION AVOIDANCE FOR
UNMANNED SURFACE VESSELS
LIM Lian Nang, BAY Zi Jing, TAN Shu Jun

ABSTRACT
DSTA, together with Future Systems and Technology Directorate has progressively built up the component technologies
to enable the operation of Unmanned Surface Vessels (USV) since the early 2000s. In view of the heavy maritime traffic in
our waters, DSTA developed an advanced autonomous navigation capability that is equipped with a Collision Detection
and Collision Avoidance (CDCA) algorithm to ensure safe navigation. The CDCA algorithm designed by DSO National
Laboratories will allow the USV to be fully autonomous, replacing human operators in dangerous missions such as Mine
Countermeasures and achieving manpower savings. This article presents the design of the CDCA algorithm, challenges in
integration and validation, and spin-off applications.
Keywords: unmanned surface vessels, collision avoidance, autonomous

INTRODUCTION
In maritime security operations, defending the Sea Lines
of Communications is vital to the well-being of Singapore’s
economy. This is especially so as maritime threats such
as terrorist attacks and piracy are becoming increasingly
widespread. The development of a fully autonomous
Unmanned Surface Vessel (USV) would potentially allow
dangerous missions to be carried out more quickly, effectively,
safely and with reduced manpower.
When a USV navigates at sea, one of the greatest safety issues
is the risk of collision. This is an especially challenging problem
to tackle, given the high traffic density in the Singapore Strait.
To overcome this, an on-board Collision Detection and Collision
Avoidance (CDCA) algorithm is required. Since 2008, DSTA,
together with Future Systems and Technology Directorate, has
been engaging DSO National Laboratories (DSO) to develop
and validate its CDCA algorithm tailored for the Republic of
Singapore Navy's unique operations in the Singapore Strait
(SS). The CDCA algorithm allows the USV to predict possible
collisions with surrounding vessels and generate an avoidance
command that abides to the guidelines of the International
Maritime Organisation (IMO) International Regulations for
Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGs) without the need for
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human intervention. In 2013, the CDCA algorithm has been
successfully demonstrated by DSO under a Research and
Technology project. Since then, the CDCA algorithm has been
implemented on-board the Mine Countermeasures (MCM) USV.

CDCA ALGORITHM OVERVIEW AND
DESIGN
The design of the CDCA algorithm leverages existing collision
detection equipment used in manned maritime navigation.
These include navigation charts to provide landmass
information, the Maritime Automatic Identification System and
Automatic Radar Plotting Aid to provide information and active
sensing of static and dynamic obstacles in the environment,
as well as the Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS)
and heading sensors to provide the ownship position
and orientation. Based on information on the USV and its
surrounding vessels, the CDCA algorithm will predict possible
collisions and generate avoidance manoeuvres to ensure safe
navigation.
Prior to the design of the CDCA algorithm, comprehensive
literature review was conducted and specific challenges were
identified.

Literature Review: Deliberative vs Reactive
Approaches for Obstacle Avoidance
There are two main approaches in designing collision avoidance
algorithms. The first approach is a deliberative obstacle
avoidance approach (Naeem, Irwin, & Yang, 2012; Pivtoraiko,
Knepper, & Kelly, 2009), which involves path planning to avoid
obstacles, taking into consideration the original user-defined
route or end point (Larson, Bruch, Halterman, Rogers, &
Webster, 2007). The ability to generate a global optimal path
makes the path planning approach suitable for navigation in
cluttered environments. However, using this approach to avoid
both static and dynamic obstacles with bounded velocity is
a Non-deterministic Polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) problem
(Canny & Reif, 1987), which means that it is computationally
expensive, especially when the environment becomes
complex. The slow replanning rate hence limits the vessel’s
navigation speed. Moreover, deliberative obstacle avoidance
would not guarantee collision-free navigation in situations
where the USV inadvertently deviates from the planned path
due to DGPS position error, or if the Inertial Navigation System
position drifts over time (Larson, Bruch, & Ebken, 2006).
The second approach is a reactive obstacle avoidance
approach. One of the state-of-the-art reactive obstacle
avoidance methods is a modified version of the Velocity
Obstacle approach (Kuwata, Wolf, Zarzhitsky, & Huntsberger,
2011) which has been integrated in the Office of Naval
Research (ONR)’s autonomy suite – Control Architecture for
Robotics Agent Command and Sensing (Huntsberger et al.,
2008). Using that approach, ONR demonstrated the capability
to control a swarm of USVs escorting a moving ship (Office
of Naval Research (ONR, 2014) and protect a fixed harbour
in a cooperative manner (FreedBerg, 2016). The reactive
obstacle avoidance approach has a much faster replanning
rate, which allows it to be used for vessels navigating at high

speeds. The fast replanning rate would also allow the USV to
be very reactive to highly manoeuvrable obstacles. However,
the algorithm tends to generate local minima solutions and is
more suitable for a sparse environment.

Challenges Identified
Besides considering the use of deliberative and reactive
approaches, the CDCA algorithm also has to take into
account several other challenges – uncertainties in sensor
measurements and platform control, which are unique to the
USV platform, as well as compliance with COLREGs.

Uncertainties in Sensor Measurements and Platform
Control
One of the main challenges faced by the CDCA algorithm is the
need to account for uncertainties in sensor measurements and
platform control. Human operators on-board manned vessels
are trained to handle noisy and incorrect data provided by the
navigation sensors, and are able to correct the data easily using
his/her own vision and prior memory. In order to replicate such
performance and reduce the need for human intervention, the
design of the CDCA algorithm has to take into account these
uncertainties in perception, localisation and platform control.

Compliance with COLREGs
Vessels navigating in the sea are required to follow a set of
guidelines for avoiding collisions, as defined in the IMO
COLREGs. The design of the CDCA algorithm ensures that the
USV will be able to avoid collisions while following these rules,
in order to navigate the SS in a safe and predictable manner.
For example, the CDCA algorithm adheres to COLREGs Rules
13 to 17 as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Collision avoidance behaviours complying with COLREGs (rule numbers within brackets)
(Reprinted with permission from DSO)
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The CDCA algorithm was designed to generalise the COLREGs
rules into a set of avoidance principles that would govern the
collision avoidance behaviours generated. These principles can
be incorporated into the CDCA algorithm’s objective function
to prioritise solutions which comply with COLREGs. In addition,
to handle edge cases for which the avoidance behaviours
required might not be clearly defined in the COLREGs rules, indepth discussions have been conducted in order to customise
the envisaged behaviours for each scenario.

CDCA Algorithm Design
The CDCA algorithm communicates with the USV Autopilot via
a priority interface. It receives the course and speed commands
generated by the Autopilot for collision detection, and sends
out collision avoidance manoeuvres to the Autopilot via the
same priority interface. The Autopilot priority interface allows
the collision avoidance commands to override the course and
speed commands of the current navigation mode. However, if
the CDCA algorithm does not detect any collision, it will allow
the Autopilot to follow its original intended course and speed.
Due to considerations of the overall USV system software
architecture, the reactive obstacle avoidance approach has
been adopted for the CDCA algorithm design, allowing the
CDCA algorithm to control the Autopilot directly using course
and speed commands. The reactive approach allows the
USV to avoid other boats more quickly while travelling at high
speeds due to its fast replanning rate. The reactive approach
also allows the USV to follow user-defined waypoint tracks
more closely, as compared to a deliberative planning approach
which generates paths that tend to deviate from user-defined
waypoints.
The algorithm design of the reactive obstacle avoidance
approach is based on the Velocity Obstacle concept as well
as the sampling approach in control space for avoiding both
static and dynamic obstacles (Kuwata, Wolf, Zarzhitsky, &
Huntsberger, 2011; Wilkie, van den Berg, & Manocha, 2009).
Each iteration of the CDCA algorithm can be broken down
into two phases: the collision detection phase and the
collision avoidance phase. In the collision detection phase, the
CDCA algorithm will predict the USV trajectory and check for
potential collision with surrounding obstacles, based on the
USV’s current and intended course and speed commands. The
collision detection is achieved by calculating the Euclidean
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distance from the USV to all obstacles for each time step up to
a pre-defined Time to Closest Point of Approach (TCPA) in the
predicted trajectory. At any time step, if the Closest Point of
Approach (CPA) between the USV and the obstacle is less than
the pre-defined safety distance, a possible collision will be
flagged. Once possible collision with any obstacle is detected,
the collision avoidance phase will be activated.
In the collision avoidance phase, the CDCA algorithm generates
a sample of ownship trajectories within the control space for
evaluation. Trajectories for which the USV is predicted to
collide with surrounding obstacles will be removed first. For
the remaining trajectories, an objective function cost will be
calculated. This objective function is used to achieve the
desired USV behaviours, by penalising trajectories that violate
COLREGs, deviate from current course and speed, deviate
from intended course and speed, or are in close proximity with
the obstacles. The trajectory with the least cost will be selected
and the collision avoidance course and speed commands will
be sent out to the Autopilot.
Moving forward, the CDCA algorithm will be improved to
integrate both deliberative path planning and reactive obstacle
avoidance methods. This has been similarly implemented in
the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center USV (Larson,
Bruch, & Ebken, 2006). The path planner will first be used
to continuously generate a path that avoids static obstacles
and landmasses, to the destination. The USV will follow this
path and avoid dynamic obstacles using the reactive obstacle
avoidance method. This ensures that the USV manoeuvre and
behave in a way that is more efficient, since the deliberative
approach ensures that the avoidance solutions generated are
more optimal. The integration of both deliberative and reactive
approaches allows the USV to plan its avoidance manoeuvres
in advance, reducing undesirable behaviours such as U-turns.

INTEGRATION AND VALIDATION
CHALLENGES
The CDCA algorithm has been integrated into the MCM USV.
For laboratory simulations, hundreds of scenarios have been
tested with varied ranges of target and own ship speeds,
clocking hundreds of hours of simulation hours without any
collision. For at-sea validation, more than a thousand hours
have been clocked thus far. Nevertheless, DSTA faced several
integration and validation challenges, which will be described
in this section.
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Integration Challenges

Validation Challenges

There were several challenges identified for the integration of
the CDCA algorithm on the MCM USV platform. As the CDCA
algorithm is dependent on the perception sensors (to obtain
an accurate situational awareness) and the control system
(to predict collision and execute the avoidance manoeuvres
required), integration problems with the perception sensors
and control system could affect the performance of the CDCA
algorithm. Furthermore, CDCA algorithm performance could
also be degraded due to the difference in boat manoeuvrability
and performance characteristics linked to specific boat
payloads.

In order to further stress test the algorithm to ensure that
the CDCA algorithm can enable the USV to avoid collisions
effectively, a Verification and Validation (V&V) simulator setup (see Figure 2) has been designed. The V&V set-up aims
to speed up virtual simulations to run the CDCA algorithm for
millions of kilometres along the SS without any collisions.

Performance of Perception Sensors
The CDCA algorithm is dependent on the perception sensors
to provide situational awareness, in order to generate feasible
collision avoidance manoeuvres. It is thus important to ensure
that the perception sensors are robust and tuned to the
specific operating environment, to detect and track obstacles
accurately and consistently. For the MCM USV, DSTA had
conducted many sea trials to tune the perception sensors in
order to ensure its performance when integrating it with the
CDCA algorithm.

Performance of USV Control System
The CDCA algorithm predicts trajectories and detects
collisions based on assumptions on the USV’s kinematic and
dynamic model. Another challenge identified was the difficulty
in modelling the USV control system accurately. To tackle this
problem, DSTA led the effort to collect and analyse log files
from the MCM USV sea trials to characterise the USV control
system, in terms of parameters such as turn rate and reaction
time for incorporation into the CDCA algorithm.

Performance of CDCA Algorithm given Payload
Constraints
When the USV tows MCM payloads, such as the Towed
Synthetic Aperture Sonar and the Expendable Mine Disposal
System, the boat’s manoeuvrability is reduced. Simulations
ran by DSO showed that a low turn rate makes it difficult for
the USV to avoid collisions safely when obstacles appear too
near to the USV. To address this, DSTA recommended that
the CDCA algorithm be configured to have a “Towing Mode”,
which will detect and avoid obstacles using a larger safety
distance. In this mode, the CDCA algorithm will also predict
collisions and compute avoidance solutions based on reduced
USV manoeuvrability.

Figure 2. V&V Simulator Set-up
(Reprinted with permission from DSO)

To create a realistic model of the USV and its operating
environment, a Virtual Simulator was set up by making use of
actual recorded maritime traffic in the SS to generate obstacles,
and modelling both the USV platform and surrounding
obstacles with appropriate sensor and control errors. After
simulations are completed, the results are evaluated using a set
of performance metrics. The performance metrics evaluate the
CDCA algorithm’s behaviours based on the number of collisions,
degree of compliance to COLREGs, smoothness of course and
speed changes, as well as the necessity of movements made.
Achieving the targeted number of virtual simulation runs would
take more than 60 years (assuming an average USV speed of
12 knots) based on real time simulation running on a single
computing platform which was impractical. The V&V simulation
was thus accelerated through hardware and software solutions.
In terms of hardware, the simulation was accelerated by setting
up multiple computers to run multiple different scenarios in
parallel (see Figure 3). In terms of software, the Virtual Simulator
was sped up by integrating each component in the simulator
through the use of static libraries such that the main logic in
the Virtual Simulator would engage each module sequentially
through function calls. This design eliminates “sleep time” in
the code, and allows it to run as quickly as the computer’s
Central Processing Unit allows.
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Figure 3. V&V hardware set-up to accelerate simulation
(Reprinted with permission from DSO)

SPIN-OFF APPLICATIONS
The CDCA algorithm developed for the USV can be modified
to be used as an advisory on board manned vessels. It is
observed from history that most maritime accidents such
as the USS John McCain collision, occurred due to human
error (Department of Navy [DoN], 2017; Apostol-Mates &

Barbu, 2016). DSTA is currently leading the development of a
Maritime Collision Avoidance Advisory System based on the
CDCA algorithm (see Figure 4), which could warn sailors of
potential collisions in advance and suggest possible avoidance
manoeuvres that are collision-free within the user-configurable
CPA and TCPA for enhanced safety. Its implementation is
currently being explored for manned vessels.

Figure 4. Maritime Collision Avoidance Advisory System
(Reprinted with permission from DSO)
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CONCLUSION
The CDCA algorithm has allowed the USV to be fully
autonomous, replacing human operators in dangerous
missions such as Mine Countermeasures and achieving
manpower savings. This article has presented the design of
the CDCA algorithm, integration and validation challenges,
as well as the spin-off application of the Maritime Collision
Avoidance Advisory System for manned vessels.
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OPERATIONALISING MINDEF
BUG BOUNTY PROGRAMME
CHIAM Tze Wei Raymond, SOH Yiyong

ABSTRACT
In January 2018, the Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) organised a Bug Bounty Programme (BBP) to harness collective
intelligence and capabilities of top hackers to uncover underlying security vulnerabilities within MINDEF’s systems. Because
of the criticality of the systems and the calibre of the hackers invited, the BBP represented considerable risk as it attracted
attention and increased hacking attempts from top hackers, both ethical and malicious, all over the world on MINDEF’s
operational systems and infrastructure.
This article outlines the motivation behind running a BBP, the challenges in ensuring swift validation, impact assessment,
mitigation and remediation of the vulnerabilities found and how a cross-departmental Technical Operations Centre was set
up to overcome these challenges.
Keywords: MINDEF bug bounty programme, hacker, cyber defence, cybersecurity

INTRODUCTION

MOTIVATIONS BEHIND THE BBP

The Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) and the Singapore Armed
Forces (SAF) engage National Service (NS) men and the public
for administration, recruitment and outreach through the NS
Portal, MINDEF/SAF Internet website and supplementary
portals. MINDEF and SAF personnel also rely on these systems
and the Defence Mail for administration and communication. To
protect these systems from cyber threats, robust vulnerability1
assessments are conducted before every system deployment
and thereafter regularly. Systems traffic and performance
are monitored and contingency measures to respond to
cybersecurity incidents have been established.

The BBP allowed MINDEF to supplement its existing robust
vulnerability assessments with the industry best practice of
crowd-sourcing and harnessing the collective capabilities of
top white-hat2 hackers. The three-week programme, which
was facilitated by HackerOne (one of the world’s leading
white-hat hackers security platforms), invited 300 whitehats from around the world to test MINDEF’s internet-facing
systems. Two hundred of these invited white-hats were
among the highest ranking professional bug bounty hackers
world-wide, possessing sophisticated network, hardware and
application hacking skills. The remaining 100 were hackers
from Singapore, who were more familiar with the systems and
had accounts to access more functions within the systems.
The programme aimed to harness the collective intelligence
and capabilities of these top white-hats to uncover deep-lying
security vulnerabilities within MINDEF’s systems.

Despite these best practices, absolute security is not possible
because of the constant trade-offs between cost, usability and
the continuous evolution of technology. In order to enhance
the security of these systems, in particular Internet-facing
ones, DSTA formed a working group to explore several options
including conducting a Bug Bounty Programme (BBP). After
considering various options, the working group recommended
conducting a BBP.
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CHALLENGES OF THE BBP AND
OVERCOMING THEM
Preparing Critical Systems within a Short
Period of Time
In order to show commitment to the BBP, MINDEF opened
up not only its static websites but also its transactional and
operational systems. Eight major systems, including a total
of 36 e-services and applications, were tested during the
programme. These systems included the medical system,
communication (web mail) system and systems that support
MINDEF’s NS men in performing administrative tasks such
as the booking of physical fitness tests, leave application and
online self-learning. Refer to Figure 1 for a breakdown of the
applications involved in the BBP.
Due to the criticality of the systems and the calibre of the
hackers invited, the BBP represented considerable risk as
it attracted attention and increased hacking attempts from
top hackers, both ethical and malicious, all over the world
on MINDEF’s operational systems and infrastructure. The
increase in network traffic could potentially affect these
systems’ availability. There was also risk of the participating
hackers attempting to exploit the discovered vulnerabilities

or publishing them online. Any exploitation of vulnerabilities
found could result in data exfiltration and data corruption,
which would affect business continuity and lead to loss of
public confidence in MINDEF.
There was only about three months between the
conceptualisation and start date of the programme to take
measures for mitigating the risks and minimising the potential
impact. A cross-departmental working group comprising
Subject Matter Experts (SME) from various disciplines –
software application development, cybersecurity, network
infrastructure and database administration was formed to
plan and coordinate pre-BBP activities across the different
departments. The working group reviewed the security posture
of the systems and servers, developed the processes and set
up the necessary infrastructure to support the programme.
The 36 applications were scanned for vulnerabilities on top of
the security checks performed regularly. Servers hosting the
applications were checked for conformance to prescribed
hardening and patching processes. Web application firewalls
and intrusion prevention systems were checked for proper
configurations and system administrator accounts were taken
stock of. Systems traffic and performance were also monitored
and contingency measures to respond to cybersecurity
incidents were reviewed for adequacy.

Figure 1. Breakdown of the systems involved in the BBP
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Operationalising the BBP
During the BBP, the working group then transformed into a
Technical Operations Centre (TOC) to run the BBP smoothly
as well as to manage communication to the public, MINDEF
principals and other stakeholders. The TOC ensured any
detection, validation, assessment and remediation of
vulnerabilities was well coordinated and performed swiftly.
During and after the programme, the TOC also conducted
extensive checks to ensure the data integrity of the systems
was not compromised. Figure 2 shows the structure of the
TOC. The TOC comprised three teams – triage, remediation
and reporting.

recommending potential solutions to project management
teams (PMT) and system vendors to contain, mitigate and/or
remediate the bugs. After the solutions have been deployed
in the staging environment, the cybersecurity SMEs were
responsible for verifying that they were adequate and provide
residual risk assessments based on the solutions performed.
The bug remediation details and residual risk assessments
would then be submitted to the TOC Lead for approval before
deployment to the production environment. The cybersecurity
SMEs were also responsible for verifying that the bugs
were successfully mitigated or remediated after production
deployment.

Reporting
The reporting team was made up of software development
and cybersecurity SMEs. This team was responsible for
tracking, consolidating and reporting the classification of bugs
by severity levels, validation statuses and their remediation
statuses on a daily basis to MINDEF principals and DSTA
management. This team was also responsible for informing
MINDEF of scheduled system maintenance downtime.
See Figure 3 for an overview of the TOC process.

Managing Business Operations and
Controlling Changes
Figure 2. Structure of the TOC

TOC Lead
The TOC was led by Director (Technology), Enterprise IT.

Triage
The triage team was made up of the cybersecurity SMEs. This
team was responsible for validating the bug submissions,
assessing their severity and determining the root causes of the
bugs. Details of the triage team would be elaborated in later
sections.

Remediation
The remediation team was made up of software development
and cybersecurity SMEs. The software development SMEs
were responsible for looking into the details of the bugs and
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Many of the system applications were undergoing planned
upgrades, architectural changes and migration to new data
centres. This posed challenges in balancing between the
scheduled upgrades and maintaining the stability and security
posture of the systems that would be opened up for the BBP
because changes to the applications risk introducing new
vulnerabilities inadvertently.
In order to prevent uncontrolled changes to the systems,
the TOC defined a change control process, where a Change
Control Management Board (CCMB) maintained oversight
over all change requests during the BBP to balance BBP
risks and business operational requirements optimally. Every
change request being put up by the business users had to be
assessed for its urgency and its impact to the security posture
of the respective system. Details of the software code change
had to be scrutinised and potential vulnerabilities needed to be
mitigated. Any residual risk of each change would be assessed
and either approved at the CCMB level, or for bugs of higher
severity, escalated to the appropriate forum for deliberation
before further action was taken.
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Figure 3. Overview of the TOC process

The baselined versions of the system software codes used in
the BBP needed to be stored and backed up for safe-keeping
before and during the BBP. To facilitate this, the TOC set up
the infrastructure to host a central code repository. The change
control process was also set up to ensure that software
changes resulting from change requests or remediation of
vulnerabilities found during the BBP were required to be
scrutinised by the remediation team and checked into the
code repository. The code repository also served a secondary
purpose of facilitating faster access to the software code of all
the BBP systems, which enabled the SMEs within the TOC to
expedite vulnerability and risk assessments.
To facilitate the deployment of software code changes, the
BBP systems had to be shut down for up to several hours at
a time. To determine the optimal downtime, the TOC had to
manage several contending factors and stakeholders including
the duration for systems patching, the accessibility of the
systems by NSmen, and expectations of business users and
the white-hats participating in the programme.

Managing High Volume of Bug Submission
Given the large number of systems and applications
participating in the BBP and the calibre of the white-hats invited,
the TOC had to prepare for a high volume of bug reports that
may be submitted. Should such a scenario take place, it would
severely stretch triage and rectification engineering resources
simply to assess and verify the reports, and then to a greater

extent when remediation is required. The same resource would
also be involved in the maintaining of operational readiness
of the systems, thereby exacerbating the situation even
further. SMEs with a variety of skill sets ranging from network
to cybersecurity to database and software architecture were
pulled in to assess the bugs found and to develop mitigation
and remediation measures.
An operations centre was set up at DSTA Integrated Complex
to accommodate the triage, remediation and reporting teams
in close proximity to facilitate faster coordination, execution,
resource utilisation and discussion. MINDEF’s network is
segregated into various segments due to operational and
security constraints. In order for the TOC to function swiftly
during the BBP, a network infrastructure was set up so that
the triage and remediation teams had access to the central
code repository and the different networks hosting the Quality
Assurance and production environments of each system as
well as communicate with MINDEF counterparts.
To be prepared for a high volume of bug submissions, there
was a need to track all the information about the bugs – such as
their assessment, rectification status, methods of rectification,
and expected resolution date. The tracking of information was
necessary for its timely dissemination internally within the TOC
between the triage and remediation teams. The information
was also necessary for the reporting team to communicate
externally with the MINDEF principals, HackerOne, PMT and
systems vendors.
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The lifecycle stages of each bug took place in three different
networks – Internet, DSTA internal network and the MINDEF
network – due to operational and security reasons. The TOC
improvised a bug management workflow using existing intranet
tools to manage and share updated information of each bug
among the different teams and stakeholders. See Figure 4 for
the lifecycle of a typical bug.

Figure 4. Lifecycle of a typical bug

Triaging the Bug Submissions
To ensure swift response to the expected high volume of
bug submissions, the TOC incorporated a triage team. This
team was led by experienced vulnerability analysis SMEs,
with support from software/network architects and system
developers in the TOC. This triage team focused on achieving
four objectives:
1. Validation of Bug Submissions – Validation of bugs was
required to ensure that submissions were credible. From
experience, not all bug submissions were valid, even if
the white-hats have given them high severity ratings. This
key step helped the TOC to triage and prioritise the team’s
effort in remediation.
The approach to validate bug submissions varied. It was
a common misconception that all bug submissions could
be validated by simply replaying the steps provided by the
white-hats. However, this was not always possible due to
many factors such as different privileges and accounts
used. In these cases, the triage team would employ
other techniques such as testing on staging, debugging
and source code reviews to establish the validity of the
submission. A total of 97 bug submissions were triaged
and 62 of those were found to be invalid.
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2. Assessment of Bug Severity – Accurate severity
assessment of the validated bug was key to the overall
TOC response. This helped to prioritise engineering
resources for higher risk areas. To ensure consistency, the
team established a common understanding of reporting
and measuring severity based on factors including
attack vector, attack complexity, privileges required, user
interaction, scope, confidentiality, integrity and availability
with service provider and white-hats. These factors
contributed to the assessment on the likelihood and impact
of the reported bugs. This approach provided an effective
means to provide feedback especially in cases where the
white-hats had over-rated their own severity assessment.
3. Determination of Root Cause of Vulnerability – The team
anticipated scenarios where reported bugs could pose an
immediate threat to their Internet-facing systems. One of
the key goals of the triage team was also to establish the
root cause of the reported vulnerabilities (e.g. insecure
coding practices, commercial off-the-shelf or previously
unknown vulnerabilities, etc.) by performing sufficient
vulnerability analysis of the validated bug. This additional
step proved to be very effective in terms of managing risk
as it provided detailed information that was required by the
mitigation and remediation teams for swift follow-up. When
necessary, the triage team would also explore alternatives
on how a reported vulnerability could be further exploited
in real world conditions. This was required as it provided a
more thorough understanding of the reported vulnerability
beyond the scenarios provided by the white-hats. With
deeper insights into the vulnerability and conditions that
could trigger it, the remediation team had more technical
options that could be considered for mitigation.
4. Support Service Provider – HackerOne, the service
provider, performed initial assessments based on the bug
reports submitted. These gave the team initial insights
when the bugs were first submitted. However, there were
many cases in which the service provider was not able to
perform these initial assessments. This could be due to
lack of account privileges, etc. for the service providers.
In these cases, the service provider would alert the triage
team to take over the assessment promptly.
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OUTCOME AND LEARNING POINTS
OF THE BBP
Costs and Benefits of the BBP
The BBP brought about a review that helped to further
strengthen the security posture of the systems by identifying
areas for improvement in their delivery. From an operations
perspective, the BBP allowed vulnerabilities to be uncovered,
which could otherwise not have been detected with
conventional penetration testing in the development and
Quality Assurance environments.
In addition, these benefits came only at a small fraction of the
cost of engaging a cybersecurity consultancy firm to perform
a cybersecurity assessment, which would have amounted
to a million dollars. Furthermore, the TOC team managed
to operationalise the ops centre with existing tools and
infrastructure without incurring much cost.

Tight Integration of a Multi-disciplinary TOC
The organisation of the TOC and having SMEs from various
teams located in close proximity stood out as important parts
in managing the BBP. The result of that arrangement was
close discussion, quick assessment and remediation of the
bugs, especially the high risk ones which were remediated
within 24 hours, providing testament to the benefits of a tightly
integrated TOC. Equally important was the close working
relationship between the triage and remediation teams prior to
the BBP. The teams had experience working with one another
and trusted their co-workers’ professionalism and level of
competency.
Forming a multi-disciplinary TOC comprising SMEs from
the domains of cybersecurity, network infrastructure,
application development, software architecture and database
administration provided the crucial engineering knowledge
necessary for the quick resolution of the bugs.

Inflation of Vulnerability Severity

The inflation of bugs’ severity, however, did pose some problems
for the TOC as bugs with higher severity naturally generated
more concerns and expectations from system owners. The
TOC had to manage these concerns and expectations in order
for the due triage and assessment processes to take place.
The TOC’s approach proved to be effective in handling bug
submissions and ultimately ensured that the overall security
posture of the systems was not elevated during the conduct of
the bug bounty exercise.

Compounding Relationship of Bugs
Another learning point from the BBP was how two low severity
bugs affected and compounded with each other to form a bug
of high severity. This incident epitomised the unpredictability
of cybersecurity domains, where real life situations can
sometimes go against conventional paradigms and beliefs.

Programme of Conflicting Goals
The BBP was an interesting programme in that there were
conflicting goals. On one hand, providing less obstructions
for the white-hats to access the systems would have
yielded many more vulnerability submissions, constituting
a successful programme for MINDEF. However on the other
hand, such a scenario would have posed challenges to DSTA’s
resources, which, besides supporting BBP, would still be
needed to support the ongoing operation of the systems. In
addition, this would also not be an accurate measure of the
true cyber defence capabilities of the systems as every level of
obstruction placed between the hackers and the systems had
its place in the collective defence of the system.
Such conflicts were also evident in the scheduling of system
downtime for patching purposes. On one hand, business users
would prefer to shut down the systems as soon as possible
and during non-peak usage hours. On the other hand, whitehats would prefer systems to remain operational especially
during non-peak hours, as white-hats generally performed
their testing after office hours.

One learning point from the BBP was the tendency of whitehats to “inflate” the severity of the bugs in their submissions.
This could be attributed to their desire to receive a higher
bounty as well as having their submitted reports given higher
priority when being processed. About 60% of the submissions
from the white-hats were eventually invalidated by the triage
team and majority of them also reassessed to lower severity.
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CONCLUSION
The MINDEF BBP symbolised MINDEF’s shift towards
embracing a new cybersecurity paradigm, with MINDEF
collaborating with the white-hat hacker community to
uncover security vulnerabilities quickly and more efficiently
before malicious hackers do. The BBP received a total of
97 vulnerability reports, of which 35 were assessed to be
valid security vulnerabilities. Finding and rectifying these
vulnerabilities improved the security posture of MINDEF’s
internet-facing applications within a short span of three weeks.
The programme has provided benefits in finding vulnerabilities
in an unconventional manner but also presented many
challenges. To support the programme, DSTA operationalised
the BBP in the form of a TOC to ensure all related systems
were ready for the programme, formulated new processes and
formed cross-departmental teams to ensure any detection,
validation, assessment and remediation of vulnerabilities was
well coordinated and performed swiftly. The manner in which
the cross-department, multi-disciplinary engineering teams
worked together proved crucial to the success of the BBP and
provided a roadmap to hosting similar programmes in future.
Following the successful MINDEF BBP, the Government
Technology Agency of Singapore and Cyber Security Agency
of Singapore also held a government bug bounty programme
from 27 December 2018 to 16 January 2019 to improve the
security posture of five government systems.
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ENDNOTES
1

A software vulnerability is a security flaw or weakness found
in software or in an operating system that can be exploited to
cause unintended behaviour.
2

A White-hat or White-hat hacker is an individual who uses
hacking skills to identify security vulnerabilities in hardware,
software or networks while respecting the rules or laws that
apply to hacking.
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APPLICATION OF COMMERCIAL
OFF-THE-SHELF GAME ENGINES
FOR SAF EXPERIMENTATION
LIM Chee Hong, TAN Chee Ann, LOKE Yu Juan, BOO Tai Yi

ABSTRACT
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) game engines are gaining traction among developers due to their low learning curve for
beginners, wealth of readily available assets and plugins, and their ability to integrate with the fast growing virtual reality and
augmented reality devices. DSTA has leveraged COTS game engines in recent years to develop Modelling and Simulation
(M&S) environments for military experimentation.
This paper outlines how DSTA has adopted and integrated a COTS game engine, which is based on open standards, as part
of its M&S environment to support large-scale, distributed and short-cycle experimentations.
Keywords: COTS, game engine, simulation, experimentation

INTRODUCTION
The DSTA Analytical Lab has been around for several
years, supporting the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) in the
experimentations of new warfighting concepts and future
technologies since its inception in 2006. A Modelling and
Simulation (M&S) environment has been developed in-house
in DSTA for the conducting of such experiments. The key
architectural considerations of the M&S environment are
configurability, scalability and interoperability, to ensure that
the environment could be configured and scaled for use across
different experimentation scenarios and complexities, and for
interoperation with external simulators and Command and
Control (C2) systems.
With the increased demand for short cycle and quick system
prototyping experimentations, there is motivation to shorten
the application development cycle by adopting readily
available Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products, such as
COTS game engines, with additional in-house development
to integrate the COTS game engine as part of the M&S
environment, fulfilling the needs for configurability, scalability
and interoperability.
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MODELLING AND SIMULATION
ENVIRONMENT
The M&S environment is made up of the following subsystems:
•

Simulation Management – This is used by the experiment
controllers to effect the simulated environment which
mimics the real operations environment, and to control
the scenario flow during an experiment run. Visualisation
and interaction tools are provided for real-time scenario
monitoring; scenario controls such as load, start and
stop experiment runs; dynamic creation of inject to effect
changes to a simulated scenario; and control of simulated
entities besides the human subjects of the experiment. In
order to minimise manpower requirements, experiment
controller features are designed to be scalable for one-tomany controls.

•

Simulation Models – These represent the entities, called
Computer Generated Forces (CGF), that are modelled in
the simulation environment and they are largely categorised
into two types - physical and behavioural models.

•

o

A physical model is a physics, mathematical or
otherwise logical representation of a system, entity,
phenomenon, or process (Page & Smith, 1998).

o

A behavioural model is a collection of models that
represent the doctrine, workflows and behaviours of
simulated entities. They define how a simulated entity
may interact with other entities in a simulated scenario
by controlling the simulation models of each entity.

Simulation Visualisation – This provides the means for
experiment subjects to view and interact with the simulated
environment during experiments. It is made up of Image
Generators and consoles/emulators.
o

o

•

Image Generators provide a set of correlated 2D and
realistic 3D visualisations of the simulated scenario
to experiment subjects. Examples include 2D maps
for operator consoles, simulated feeds from sensor
payloads and 3D representations simulating Out-TheWindow views of platforms.
Consoles/Emulators are collections of Man Machine
Interface (MMI) consoles and hardware control (i.e.
joysticks, touchscreens and headsets) that sufficiently
emulate the operating environment required for
experimentation. MMI consoles are integrated with
Image Generators in order for experiment subjects to
interact with the virtual scenario. Examples of MMI
consoles include mock-up consoles with envisaged
future technologies or existing C2 systems. Virtual
reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) devices are also
increasingly being evaluated to enhance the realism of
the consoles/emulators.

Measurement & Analysis – This is an important
subsystem that supports experiments to capture Measure
of Performance. This consists of two components – Data
logger and Data visualisation.
o

Data Logger – This layer comprises modules for
simulation data recording. Examples of captured
simulation data include simulation events, video and
audio logs.

o

Data Visualisation – This layer comprises modules for
intuitive data visualisation to facilitate data analysis,
synchronised playback to support debriefing during
After Action Review, and data verifications.

•

Simulation Engine – This is the underlying core engine
that coordinates and harmonises interactions among
various other subsystem components. Specifically, it
o

Keeps track of time and coordinates the execution of
processes across all simulation components.

o

Provides a set of Application Program Interfaces (API)
for various simulation components to interact with
each other. The APIs also provide means for existing
simulation components to be extended to include new
features.

o

Handles information exchanges across all components
and with external systems, such as emulators, C2
systems or Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
simulators, via a common data exchange module.

COTS GAME ENGINE
Game engines are development environments designed for
the creation of video games. The core functionalities typically
provided by a game engine include rendering engine for
2D/3D graphics, a physics engine, audio, artificial intelligence,
networking, streaming and memory management. These are
key components in the simulation engine, and hence the
motivation to adopt COTS game engines as part of the M&S
environment. The ability of COTS game engines to integrate
with VR and AR devices provides an additional incentive for
their adoption.
There are many game engines1 available in the gaming
industry of which the major player is Unity with approximately
48% of the market share. Unreal Engine is a distant second
with approximately 13%. To minimise the development
timeline for the support of short-cycle experimentations, key
selection criteria of the game engine includes conformance
to open standards to ensure no vendor lock-in; market share
and popularity to ensure abundance of developmental support
and documentations from its large market base; and minimal
additional development work required to integrate the game
engine into the M&S environment.
Unity is assessed to sufficiently fulfil all the above critieria. It
is one of the few engines that caters effective development
support for both 3D and 2D games2. On top of that, it has an
abundance of online training resources, documentation and
large community of active users available for assistance.
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Unity, together with third party tools available in the marketplace,
will give developers a good head start in its adoption. However,
there are constraints on scalability such as the ability to scale
for the support of a larger number of entities or bigger Area of
Operation (AO). Out of the box, it also does not interoperate
with external systems that the simulation engine would need
to integrate with. There are furthermore limitations in terms of
configurability as third party plugins and tools are often closed
in nature, with no source codes available for developers to
customise according to individual experiment needs.
There is thus a need for additional development work
to integrate Unity into the M&S environment, to fulfil the
architectural needs for scalability, configurability and
interoperability.

INTEGRATING UNITY
The project team adopted a three-step strategy to integrate
Unity into the M&S environment.

Step 1: Adopt Game Engine Out-of-the-box
with Minimal Modifications
The basic anatomy of Unity is illustrated in Figure 1.
Middleware Software Development Kits (SDK) – This layer
includes many third party software libraries specific to various
platforms. For the Windows platform, this would include
graphics libraries such as Microsoft DirectX and OpenGL.

Core Systems – This layer contains the simulation kernel and
general functionalities such as memory allocation, mathematics
library and subsystem life cycle management that are used
across all subsystems. In addition, this layer also provides a
platform-independent abstraction to the middleware SDKs and
computing platform, allowing applications built with the engine
to be cross-platform, supportable across different operating
systems, and work optimally with different hardware.
Resources Manager – This layer handles all the data assets
required for a simulation application. This may include loading
and unloading of 3D Models for 3D visualisations, 2D icons for
user interfaces and physics parameters for collision simulation.
Common Subsystems – This layer contains many modular
subsystem components such as audio, graphics, animation,
physics and collision, and human input devices that support
interfaces with keyboard, mouse and game controllers. Many
of these subsystems can be integrated into a simulation
environment in short timeframes for quick prototyping.
These software layers make Unity a very capable game engine
in out of the box consideration. With these features, it is
already possible to implement simple standalone prototypes
that can be used for quick concept demonstrations or rapid
prototyping. It is advantageous to minimise customisations on
these existing features to allow the adopted game engine to
stay up-to-date with the latest version from Unity.

Figure 1. A three-step strategy to integrate Unity
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Step 2: Complement with Curated Third
Party Extensions
Another key strength of Unity is its large user base and the
contributions of a large quantity of user-developed third party
assets available on its online marketplace. Third party assets
may include fully optimised and ready-to-use 3D models with
animations or open source subsystem extensions to introduce
new functionalities to Unity. Often, the better developed third
party assets stand a good chance to become mainstream
functionalities of Unity. One such example is TextMesh Pro,
which was originally a third party extension for dynamic font
resolution for graphical user interfaces. Its popularity and
reliability led it to be acquired by Unity and incorporated directly
into its game engine as a core feature. The team’s strategy
for supporting short-cycle experimentations is also to tap the
pool of third party assets for additional functionalities that are
not yet available in Unity, and integrate them into the M&S
environment. They were carefully curated and selected based
mainly on the availability of source codes for modification and
customisation.

Step 3: Build Remaining M&S Components
for a Full M&S Environment
Although Unity is a very capable game engine, it does
not contain all functionalities required for the full M&S
environment. For example, it is not able to import and
consume common Geospatial Information System (GIS) data
formats directly to generate 3D terrains for visualisation. Thus,
additional development work needs to be done to create the
Unity instances, and for the remaining M&S components to
integrate the Unity instances to fulfil the architectural needs for
configurability, interoperability and scalability.

Configurability – Configurability is the ability to support a wide
range of experimentation scenarios in the M&S environment.
Scenario simulation should be easily created, configured,
controlled, monitored and maintained. One key characteristic
of experimentations is that they often require the environment
to be configured based on experiment objectives and the
subjects of experiments. Having a configurable engine will
enable the deployment of different simulation set-ups to be
much quicker and requiring less effort.
This design consideration is addressed in the simulation
management subsystem, which manages the configuration
and takes care of the scenario-loading of Unity instances. This
subsystem performs load distribution based on a configuration
file that states the entities and the specific machines that they
will be running in. With this, scalability is also achieved. As
illustrated in Figure 2, a configuration file is created in the
experiment controller module and synchronised by sharing it
with all client machines.
Another aspect of configurability is the ability to support various
terrain types required for experimentation quickly. There is also
the need to facilitate correlation of terrain information across
both subsystems and external systems. To achieve this, a
GIS module was developed on top of open source libraries.
This module consumes and translates GIS data to create the
synthetic environment. Other than generating the 3D terrain for
visualisation, the ingested data also allows CGFs to perform
terrain reasoning during simulation for navigation, collision
avoidance as well as other behaviours that require interaction
with the surroundings.
Interoperability – Interoperability allows the M&S subsystems
to integrate seamlessly with external simulators, C2 systems
and OEM emulators, to offer a plug-and-play, mix-and-match
M&S environment.

Figure 2. Scenario Management Module
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Interoperability is addressed in the common data exchange
module, which is responsible for 1) information exchange
within and across Unity Instances, and 2) data exchange with
external simulators, C2 systems as well as OEM emulators.
As illustrated in the Figure 3, every Unity instance contains
a common data messenger. This module takes care of two
broad types of messages – cyclic messages and events. Cyclic
messages are for states updates and synchronisation on every
time tick of the simulation, while events handle asynchronous
messages that happen occasionally.
Scalability – Scalability is the ability for an M&S environment to
support and meet demands of increasing scenario complexity,
such as larger number of entities and larger AO without drops
in simulation performance. However, it is worth noting that in
reality, no software scales indefinitely due to the limits imposed
by network infrastructure and computing resources.
To cater for scalability, the CGF entities in the M&S environment
have been designed to be distributed across several machines
during simulation. In addition, the CGF entities are developed

based on a master and slave concept in which a CGF will have
an owner responsible for simulating the behaviour of the CGF
it owns and synchronising with other Unity instances within the
simulation. Figure 4 illustrates the distributed CGF architecture.
Open Standards – As much as possible, open standards were
adopted to prevent vendor lock-in. In this manner, modules
developed will have better reuse value and more interoperability
with other engines.
Implementation on the game engine was based on open
standards as far as possible. The model data structure
is based on High Level Architecture (HLA)3 Simulation
Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO)4 Real-time
Platform Reference Federation Object Model (RPR FOM)5
2.06 to support simulation-to-simulation integration with other
simulations that are HLA-compliant. Other than supporting
simulation-to-simulation interoperability, the M&S environment
was also extended with a gateway to support simulation-to-C2
integrations.

Figure 3. Common data exchange module

Figure 4. Distributed CGF architecture
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Figure 5. Example of complex environment

The Unity integrated M&S environment has been used to
support several SAF experiments. Figure 5 illustrates a full
set-up for a complex scenario during experimentation. A Unity
instance can be configured to serve different purposes such
as emulators for different operators, gateways, CGF server,
experiment controller, data logger, etc.

CONCLUSION
The game engine has been successfully integrated to achieve
configurability, scalability and interoperability for the support of
large-scale6, distributed and short cycle experimentations. In
the course of using Unity to support a few experimentations,
several simulation models were created. The team will continue
to adopt open standards while creating simulation models,
which will contribute to the repository of models ready to be
reused in subsequent experiments. Moving ahead, exploration
will continue in the area of large terrain database covering, not
only with a larger AO but also different types of AO such as
open sea, under water and even build-up areas consisting of
indoor operations. Unity being a popular game engine and
active with a huge community, the software is bound to have
very frequent upgrades. The pipeline for upgrades has to be
worked out so as to ensure smoother porting of models built
to maximise the value of reuse. Although Unity is the current
choice of engine, the team shall continue to keep a lookout for
other potential game engines.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
PASSIVE ARMOUR FOR SAF VEHICLES
TEO Ee Sheng Wilson

ABSTRACT
Passive armour is required to protect vehicles against attacks from Kinetic Energy threats, mines and Improvised Explosive
Devices (IEDs). Passive armour typically makes up to 46% of the weight of a typical Main Battle Tank. The weight gain of
protected vehicles can be as much as 50% due to protection add-ons during their service life. Therefore, in order to keep the
weight of vehicles within practical limits, there is an impetus to conduct research into lighter armour materials. This article
presents the design, development and choice of armour materials used on the Singapore Armed Forces' (SAF) vehicles.
The way to test and qualify armour systems on the SAF’s vehicles is also discussed, followed by an overview on the use of
finite element software to investigate ways of packaging these materials together to improve the effectiveness of an armour
system.
Keywords: passive armour, armour materials, armoured vehicle, vehicle protection

INTRODUCTION
Passive armour is the solution for protecting Armoured
Fighting Vehicles (AFV) against long rod penetrators fired
by tank guns and medium calibre cannons. Consequently,
armoured vehicles experience a weight growth of around 50%
during their decades of in-service life (Hetherington and Moss,
2009), and up to 46% of the weight of a typical modern Main
Battle Tank comes from its armour (Hetherington and Littleton,
1987). Hence, there is an impetus to conduct research on
developing lighter armour designs. This article presents the
design principles behind armour used on the Singapore Armed
Forces' (SAF) vehicles and the considerations behind the
choice of armour materials. This is followed by an overview
of the qualification and testing process of armour systems for
SAF vehicles, and how modelling and simulation (M&S) was
used to understand the penetration mechanics behind an
armour’s design, which can be used to optimise armour design
and reduce the number of live firings required.

GENERIC PASSIVE ARMOUR DESIGN
Before proceeding to discuss about armour materials, it is
useful to know the general passive armour design principles
that are applied on the SAF’s protected vehicles, as shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Generic armour design (Hazell, 2006)

The purposes of the different layers are as follow (Bryn, 2009):

Disturber
This layer tends to be made from high-strength materials such
as high hardness steel and ceramic materials. The purpose of
this layer is to fragment the incoming projectile or rapidly erode
it.

Air space
This space is to allow the disturbed projectile and/or fragments
of the projectile to yaw and spread, significantly reducing the
kinetic energy density (defined as the kinetic energy over
the impact area) of the projectile and its fragments, and the
resulting penetration.

Absorber

PASSIVE ARMOUR MATERIALS

This layer absorbs the kinetic energy of the projectile and
its fragments through large amounts of plastic deformation,
thereby converting it to a lower form of energy such as heat.
This layer can be made from metals with high toughness
(which could be the hull itself) and composites.

The following paragraphs give an overview of the pros and
cons of the three classes of materials that are used in the
passive armour of the SAF’s protected vehicles, namely
metals, ceramics and polymer composites.

Metals

Hull
The hull provides structural support to the Disturber and
Absorber layers. Good structural support of the Absorber
from the hull would improve the ballistic performance of the
Absorber.

Spall shield
This layer is also known as the ‘spall liner’. This layer reduces
the fragment cone from the back face of the hull, should the
projectile perforate or cause high-speed spalls to flake off the
back face of the hull. The spall liner may be adhered or bolted
onto the back face of the hull, or with an air-gap in between.
The Disturber and Absorber layers can be fixed to the hull as
add-on armour kits. The advantages of using add-on armour
kits are: (a) ease of replacing damaged modules; (b) ease
of upgrading the armour modules with advanced armour
materials; and (c) the ability to tailor a vehicle’s protection
to the threats that a vehicle might encounter in its theatre of
operations. An example of a modern AFV using a modular
armour concept is the SAF’s BIONIX Infantry Fighting Vehicle
(see Figure 2).

There are three main metallic contenders for armour
applications, namely steel, aluminium and titanium (Hazell,
2016).

Steel
Steel is the most common material used in armour because it
has a good balance of hardness, toughness, fatigue resistance,
ease of fabrication and welding, and is relatively low cost. Most
of the SAF’s protected vehicles use armoured steel for their
base hull, providing a base level of protection. By controlling
the heat treatment process and the alloying elements in steel,
a range of hardness and toughness can be achieved. A form
of steel that has an extraordinary combination of strength
and toughness is martensitic steel. Martensitic steels have
an ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 2250 MPa and hardness
of 600 to 615HV, compared to conventional high hardness
armours with around 1600-1900 MPa (UTS) and 500-550HV in
hardness, making martensitic steel possess superior ballistic
protection performance. However, martensitic steels’ hardness
makes them much more difficult to process, and they are used
as add-on armour on the SAF’s armoured vehicles.

Aluminium
Aluminium armour was first used in the ubiquitous M113
armoured personnel carrier, which is also in service with the SAF.
This vehicle was born from operational lessons the US Army
learned during the Korean War, which led to a requirement for
a vehicle that was lightly armoured, air-transportable on board
the C-130, air-droppable and amphibious. Aluminium armour
was an appropriate choice as its density was approximately
one third that of steel whilst the tensile strength range from
60-600MPa.

Figure 2. Modular armour of BIONIX IFV (Hazell, 2006)

However, aluminium has a number of disadvantages for use in
AFVs. The chief disadvantage of aluminium is that its harder
alloys suitable for armour applications are susceptible to
stress-corrosion cracking. Stress-corrosion cracking occurs
when the aluminium alloy is attacked by a corrodent whilst
being subjected to tensile stress. This is a particularly insidious
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failure because the magnitudes of stresses that are required to
encourage failure are frequently lower than the yield strengths
of the alloy. Residual stresses induced during machining,
assembling or welding can also lead to failure. Aluminium
also possesses lower spall strength than steel and is hence
more prone to spalling. It is necessary to employ internal spall
shields in vehicles made of aluminium alloys. Lastly, aluminium
dust is pyrophoric, thus the debris generated in the event of
perforation could burn.

Titanium
Titanium is an attractive material for armour designers as
its ballistics grade form (Ti-6A1-4V) has a density that is
approximately half that of steel while possessing relatively high
strength (900-1300MPa) and hardness (320-370Hv). Titanium
is also weldable and heat-treatable.
However, the Tungsten Inert Gas welding process for titanium
is not as easy as that for steel because an inert gas environment
is required to prevent the titanium from reacting with the
environment during the welding process, which weakens the
weld.
One other drawback of titanium alloys is that they are highly
susceptible to adiabatic shear. This occurs when a material is
subjected to a large amount of high-rate deformation. As the
deformation occurs rapidly, there is little or no time for heat to
conduct and diffuse from the plastically deforming zone. This
localised heating can lead to thermal softening of the material
and further plastic flow. Due to titanium armours’ tendency to
fail by adiabatic shear, and the fact that they can also spall
when subjected to ballistic attack, Titanium is normally used
in combination with other materials such as steel. Titanium
also costs around 10-20 times that of steel, depending on
price fluctuations in the world’s metal markets. In addition,
titanium’s machining and welding costs are also relatively high
as compared to steel. Thus, titanium armour is used selectively
to protect certain parts of the SAF’s armoured vehicles.

Alumina
(98-99%
purity by mass)

Silicon
Carbide

Boron
Carbide

Density
(kg/m3)

3,810-3,920

3,090-3,220

2,500-2,520

Hardness
(HV)

1,500-1,900

1,800-2,800

2,800-3400

Table 1. Material properties of some ceramic armour materials

As ceramics are brittle materials, they must be coupled with
a sufficiently rigid yet tough material that supports them
throughout the penetration process. Combined with their
relatively low density, ceramics can provide a weight-efficient
but sometimes costly means of protection, as illustrated in
Figure 3 (Hazell, 2006). Note that the ‘Areal Density’ is simply
the mass per unit area of an armour system and it reduces
as the hardness of the ceramic increases and a fibre-matrix
composite material backing is used.

Figure 3. Approximate relative costs of ceramics coupled with
suitable backing material vs. cost of armour steel for protection
against a 7.62mm armour-piercing round (Hazell, 2006)

Ceramics
Due to their high hardness and relatively light weight, ceramics
have been used to protect the crews of US helicopters in
Vietnam from bullets since the 1960s. The material properties
of some ceramic armour materials are shown in Table 1. In
terms of relative costs and weight, boron carbide is the
most expensive and lightest, followed by silicon carbide and
alumina, being the cheapest and heaviest. Ceramic armour
is also used selectively to protect certain parts of the SAF’s
armoured vehicles.
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The penetration process of a small arms bullet into ceramicfaced armour is illustrated in Figure 4. Upon impact with the
ceramic, the bullet’s tip is destroyed and a crack is initiated
at the point of impact. As the penetration progresses, the
bullet is eroded by a process of yielding and plastic flow in
a direction perpendicular to the direction of bullet travel (also
known as ‘dwell’). Approximately 40% of the bullet’s mass and
initial energy are carried off by the eroded projectile material.
The crack grows into a ceramic cone that spreads the load
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of the bullet onto a larger back-plate area. Researchers have
observed that even in a pulverised state, the ceramic pieces
can still help to erode the bullet further. The back-plate then
undergoes plastic deformation to absorb the impact. If the
backing material is strong enough, the bullet will come to a
stop. However, if the kinetic energy of the bullet is sufficient,
the back-plate will fail and the projectile will perforate the target
with a reduced residual velocity, and can then be stopped
more easily by the Absorber layer.

Figure 4. A small arms bullet impacting and penetrating a ceramicfaced armour (Hazell, 2006)

To increase the efficiency of ceramics further, the ceramic must
be confined laterally (i.e. from the sides) to delay the formation
of cracks and to contain the pulverised ceramic. If a ceramic
is inherently hard and strong enough to withstand the impact,
or a weaker ceramic is well-confined, the projectile will simply
dwell on the surface of the ceramic and not penetrate it, as
shown in Figure 5. Dwell is the lateral flow of a penetrator’s
material across the surface of a hard target upon impact,
because the strength of the target overmatches the strength
of the penetrator. After dwelling on the ceramic tile’s surface,
a penetrator may be blunted or shattered, but its remnants
may still continue the penetration process into the ceramic,
although with reduced energy levels. If the penetrator is
completely stopped at the ceramic tile’s surface via dwell
with no penetration into the ceramic, it is termed as ‘interface
defeat’.

Besides costs, the other disadvantage of ceramics is its
lack of multi-hit capability. Nonetheless, armour designers
mitigate this by using a mosaic of ceramic tiles (instead of
one monolithic piece) embedded within a structural matrix
to limit crack propagation as shown in the X-ray of a ceramic
composite armour after one shot in Figure 6.

Figure 6. X-ray showing shattered penetrator and mosaic of ceramic
tiles taken from one SAF project

Transparent Ceramics
A vehicle’s crew and sensor systems need to have optically
transparent armoured windows to see through. Commonly,
armoured glass made from laminates of soda-lime glass with
rubbery interlayers (such as polyurethane or polyvinyl butyral)
and a backing layer of polymer (such as polycarbonate) has
been used for this purpose. However, to stop a 7.62mm
armour-piercing bullet, such armoured glass would require
a thickness in the region of 60-100mm. As the thickness
increases, transparency reduces and distortion increases,
and eventually the weight can become prohibitive for lighterweight vehicles. The likelihood of thick laminates delaminating
is also higher due to the differences in thermal expansion rates
between different materials.
To improve the performance of armoured glass, a layer of
transparent ceramics such as aluminium oxynitride (ALON),
magnesium aluminate (SPINEL) or a single crystal aluminium
oxide (SAPPHIRE) can be used as a Disturber layer. The thickness
of the armoured glass can then be reduced with weight savings
of about 30% (ST Engineering Land Systems, 2017). The key
to producing a transparent ceramic is to use a material that is
intrinsically transparent, i.e. the atoms do not absorb the photon
energy of incoming light. SAPPHIRE has to be ‘grown’ as a single
crystal of aluminium oxide, which is a slow and costly process.
ALON and SPINEL could be produced using conventional
ceramics sintering techniques which allow for mass production,
and are much faster and thus more cost effective to produce as
shown in Figure 7 (Surmet Corporation, 2013).

Figure 5. A small arms bullet impacting and dwelling on a ceramicfaced armour (Hazell, 2006).
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Figure 7. Conventional processing techniques for ALON and SPINEL
(Reprinted with permission from Surmet Corporation.)

Figure 8. Transparent Armour developed by DSO and the local defence industry (left) and conventional ballistic glass (right)

Similar to opaque ceramics, the drawbacks of transparent
ceramics are costs and a lack of multi-hit capability. To improve
its multi-hit capability, the same principle of using smaller tiles
to compartmentalise the damage is applied. This is illustrated
by the transparent armour developed by DSO National
Laboratories (DSO) and the local defence industry in Figure 8.
Another benefit of this design is that the driver would still be
able to see through the undamaged sections of a window after
an attack, as compared to conventional armoured glass where
the cracks would propagate over the entire pane and obscure
the driver’s view. Transparent ceramic armour technology is
currently being considered for potential implementation on a
small number of SAF vehicles as a pilot study.

Polymer Composites
Composites in this section refer to laminates of matrix bonded
fibres. The matrix provides a continuous phase to transfer
loads on the laminates to the stronger and stiffer fibres. The
typical values of some material properties of fibre materials are
shown in Table 2. Fibres that are used in ballistic applications
have reasonable strains to failure of 3% to 6%, which means
that they have excellent energy-absorbing abilities. This
makes polymer composites suitable as backing plates to
brittle ceramics, provided the ceramics are bonded well to the
polymer composites.
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Aramid
Polyethylene
E-glass S-glass
(e.g. Kevlar) (e.g. Dyneema)
Density
(kg/m3)

1,440

970

2,600

2,500

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

2,900

3,200

3,500

4,600

Failure
strain
(%)

3.6

3.7

4.8

5.2

Table 2. Material properties of some fibre materials

Polymer composites are also suitable as spall liners to arrest
spalls that may flake off the internal wall of a hull when the
hull is subjected to external impact, and are used on some
SAF vehicles. For protection against low level threats from
small arms, laminates of polymer composites offer the
lightest possible standalone protection solutions. Polymer
composites can also conform to complicated shapes such as
a vehicle’s firewall which separates the engine from the driver
compartment as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Composite used in an SAF project to protect the firewall of passenger compartment

QUALIFICATION AND TESTING

Launcher and Projectiles

After it is designed, an armour has to be tested and qualified
according to the procedures stated in AEP-55 Volume 1,
Edition 2. This is a document that describes the system
qualification and acceptance procedure for determining the
Protection Level of armour vehicles for kinetic energy (KE) and
artillery threats, and is also used for qualifying the protection
of the SAF’s vehicles. A typical set-up for the range is shown
in Figure 10.

The typical test guns used to qualify armour in the SAF’s
armouring projects are shown in Figure 11. The test guns are
fired single-shot, usually aimed using a laser aiming device
and triggered remotely to ensure accuracy. For small and
medium calibre firing, the range is typically enclosed to remove
disturbances from the weather and environment. The guns are
sited very close to the target at 30m to ensure accuracy, so
that the required multi-hit shot spacing can be achieved.

Figure 10. Range set up for qualification of armour
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the rate at which propellant gases are produced, thus reducing
the bullet’s velocity. The advantage of the latter method is that
it removes the need to modify the round.

Target
For qualification, Fully Engineered Targets or Vehicle Targets can
be used (see Figure 12). Fully Engineered Targets are targets that
are constructed to be fully representative of an actual vehicle
armour system. This is achieved by using the same materials,
hardware, construction techniques, fixing and mounting method
that would be used in the actual vehicle system.

Passing Criteria

Figure 11. Test gun used to qualify armour

As the firing distance is very close to the target, projectiles
need to have the appropriate amount of propellant removed
from their cartridge so that the impact velocity at 30m matches
that of the projectile fired from a further distance of 200m
(for protection against 14.5mm ammunition) or 500m (for
protection against 25mm and 30mm ammunition), as stated in
STANAG 4569. For rounds where the burn rate of the propellant
contained in the cartridge is reduced by low temperatures, the
round could also be chilled to sub-zero temperatures to reduce

The level of damage on the 0.5mm thick aluminium witness
plate placed at 150mm behind the target is the performance
criterion for evaluating the success or failure of a target against
a particular projectile. After each shot, the witness plate is
examined for damage. A Complete Penetration (CP), which
indicates failure, is recorded when light is observed to pass
through the damage in the witness plate. A Partial Penetration
(PP), which indicates a pass, is recorded when no light is
observed. This means that even if there is a hole in the target,
or if there are spalls off the rear of the target, it is considered
a pass as long as there is no CP of the witness plate, as the
energy level of a fragment that cannot penetrate a 0.5mm
aluminium plate is considered to be low enough not to cause
serious injury to a soldier. See Figure 13 for some examples of
targets with PP and CP.

Figure 12. Fully Engineered Target for an SAF project (left) and Vehicle Target (right)
Photo of Mercedes-Maybach S 600 Guard
(Reprinted with permission from Cycle & Carriage Singapore.)
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Figure 13. Examples of targets for an SAF project with PP and CP

MODELLING AND SIMULATION
With so many different materials to choose from, how do
armour designers package all these materials together to
form a composite armour system that meets the user’s
requirements of light weight with high ballistic protection
capability? Repeated live fire tests are costly as they are
destructive tests requiring ballistic materials, ammunition,
range time and manpower. Besides depending on experience
and repeated testings, one additional tool at the designer’s
disposal is the use of Finite Element software to explore novel
ways of packaging armour materials together.
The following M&S example from a joint project by the SAF,
DSTA and DSO illustrates a case where a validated model
helped designers understand the penetration mechanics
behind an armour’s design. The model simulates a KE
penetrator impacting on a metallic Add-On-Armour (AOA)
module spaced at a certain distance from the base hull and
spall liner. The impact velocity and impact angle measured
during live fire tests were provided as initial conditions in the
simulation. Validated material models were also used for the
materials of the penetrator, AOA and base hull. The software
used for the simulation was AUTODYN, which can simulate
dynamic transient events such as ballistic penetration, shaped
charge jet formation and penetration, and blast.

At the start of the simulation, only the penetrator and the AOA
were modelled (see Figure 14). The simulation was performed
in 3D with an axis of symmetry, simplifying the geometry and
reducing the computation time significantly. The meshing
was denser near the impact point and coarser further away
to reduce the computational time (see Figure 15). After the
penetrator had exited the AOA and was still in the air space
between the AOA and the base hull, the base hull and spall
liner were added into the simulation just before the penetrator
impacted on the base hull (see Figure 16). The AOA was then
deleted from the simulation. This method was used to reduce
the computation time and resources required.
The penetration process is shown in Figure 17. Upon
impact with the AOA, the tip of the penetrator bent. As the
penetration continued, the tip broke off within the AOA at
0.140ms, ricocheted, and exited from the front of the AOA at
0.140ms. The remaining fragments of the penetrator carried
on in the direction of impact and exited from the rear of the
AOA at 0.210ms. Upon exiting the AOA, the remnants of the
penetrator yawed in the air space between the AOA and the
base hull before striking the base hull at a shallow angle and
ricocheting off it.
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Figure 14. Initial simulation set-up showing penetrator and Add-on-Armour at 0 time-step

Figure 15. Meshing of half-model used in the simulation (top view) at 0 time-step

Figure 16. Insertion of base hull and spall liner at 0.21ms into the simulation, after the penetrator had exited the AOA

Figure 17. Penetration simulation results

As shown in Figure 18, the entry and exit holes in the simulated
AOA approximated that observed in actual trials.
Similarly, the residual damage on the base hull caused by
the remnants of the penetrator in the simulation closely
approximated that which was measured on the actual base
hull (see Figure 19). Having validated the model for the AOA
and base hull, studies can now be made for other threats such
as a new KE penetrator. However, accurate dimensional and
material properties for the new KE penetrator and a validated
material model for the penetrator’s material must be available
for meaningful studies to be made.
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It must be cautioned that all simulations inherently possess
some degree of error. Although there is a wealth of information
in the literature on conventional armour materials, the data
and material models need to be compared and calibrated
through comparisons with some baseline live firing test data
for specific threats or armour materials, in order to validate
M&S models sufficiently before the results can be reasonably
accurate. For example, the simulation model of a projectile
should give a good approximation of the actual penetration
depth, entry and exit hole sizes on each RHA plate at NATO 0
degrees1, before the projectile’s model can be used to predict
interactions against an inclined RHA plate. New materials (e.g.
new formulations of metals, ceramics or polymer composite)

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PASSIVE ARMOUR FOR SAF VEHICLES

that are developed will also need to be modelled using new
equations that model the behaviour of the materials under
dynamic loads, and these equations (i.e. material models) will
take time and effort to be derived and validated by researchers.
Due to these reasons, some Original Equipment Manufacturer
still rely heavily on experience and repeated live fire tests to
develop their armour designs.

CONCLUSION

AOA Front Face (Entry)

AOA Rear Face (Exit)
Figure 18. Comparison of damage on the front and rear faces
of the Add-On-Armour

Passive armour is required to protect against attacks from
KE threats, mines and Improvisioned Explosives Devices. In
this respect, research into new armour materials has enabled
passive protection to become lighter. To investigate the
effectiveness of various designs, finite element software tools
can be used to aid armour designers. In addition, it is essential
that reasonably accurate material models are available in the
finite element software and that actual tests are carried out to
validate the simulation results. The final armour design needs
to be qualified by a trial by fire according to the AEP-55 Volume
1, Edition 2.
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APPLIED AUGMENTED REALITY FOR
MAINTENANCE ON BOARD SHIPS
LIM Bee Hua Lena, POH Chun Siong, ONG Beng Shen Aaron, GOH Chue Hsien

ABSTRACT
Maintaining complex equipment while at sea is part and parcel of work for the Republic of Singapore Navy's (RSN) Marine
Engineers. To support these marine engineers, the team adopted rapid design and development processes to develop a
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) that leverages smart phones and augmented reality (AR) glasses to encapsulate and augment
their maintenance work processes, as well as provide timely safety reminders. The approach of the demonstrator project
was to employ commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software for the deployment of an MVP for the study of the
value of AR in supporting maintenance works carried out by the RSN on board ships. Thereafter, the ship’s crew performed
maintenance work using the MVP while the team measured the performance and evaluated their user experience. Through
its design and development, the team assessed the type of tasks where AR would bring more value, the performance and
limitations of COTS AR development software, potential scale-up challenges, and proposed general recommendations for
deployment of AR in the near future.
Keywords: augmented reality, rapid development, shipboard maintenance, cognitive science engineering

INTRODUCTION

USER REQUIREMENTS REVIEW

To augment the efficiency and effectiveness of failure diagnosis,
defect rectification and critical maintenance processes on
board the Republic of Singapore Navy’s (RSN) Formidableclass frigates, an inter-disciplinary DSTA team collaborated
with the RSN to demonstrate the use of augmented reality (AR)
technology through a three-month prototyping project.

With the objective of understanding how maintenance time
may be reduced while improving human accuracy in the
maintenance environment, the following requirements were
gathered from engaging and observing operators that carried
out shipboard maintenance:

The project scope included the development and evaluation
of a prototype involving AR glasses and a handset app with
the aim of reducing the time needed to perform ‘O’ / ‘I’-level
maintenance on the Frigate’s Diesel Generators (DG), and
achieving a higher assurance of job accuracy. The prototype
would focus on demonstrating functional capabilities for five
identified maintenance processes. These processes were
selected mainly on factors such as the criticality of the fault and
complexity of the rectification procedure. In order to achieve a
better problem-solution fit, the team worked closely with the
RSN to understand its current defect rectification processes
and identify areas for improvement.
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Physical Comfort
The environment in which DG maintenance processes are
carried out is warm and humid. The use of AR glasses should
be kept to a minimum as far as possible and only utilised
when hands-free guidance is deemed cardinal. Majority of the
system functions that do not require hands-free access could
be kept on smartphones, which are less physically intrusive
and a device many users are already proficient in.

Cumulated Non-obvious Experience in
Trouble-shooting Processes
While collating the maintenance procedures for digitalisation,
it was discovered that the links between errors observed on
the ship management system (SMS) and the DG fault isolation
processes were not documented. Knowledge on error
combinations, their corresponding DG component failures and
the respective trouble-shooting steps to take resided among
the senior engineers, and differed from ship to ship. Together
with the crew of RSS Steadfast and Supreme, the team collated
these undocumented knowledge and placed them into a
workflow format, so as to set the stage for the digitalisation of
the complex diagnosis and troubleshooting processes. These
processes were then submitted to the appropriate endorsing
authority for approval. In the long run, data analytic platforms
would be able to isolate faults better based on the pattern of
system errors encountered in both the SMS and the DG.

Maintenance training has been largely done on actual
shipboard equipment. For failures that do not happen regularly,
RSN engineers would have less experience in carrying out the
corrective actions. As such, their understanding of how the
corrective actions should be performed, i.e. “knowledge in
the head”, would comprise observations of past maintenance
as well as what they can glean from the maintenance cards.
The “knowledge in the head”, based on memory or 2D line

De-Centralised Maintenance Procedure
Instructions
The maintenance procedures for the DG as recorded in the
maintenance manual required traversing between various
maintenance cards (chapters) and making sense of their logical
flow. To reduce this cognitive load, the prototype should be
designed to consolidate instructions from various information
sources (SMS, undocumented expertise, maintenance cards)
into a rational and easy-to-follow sequence.

UNDERSTANDING THE ADVANTAGES
OF AUGMENTED REALITY
To better harness the advantages of AR, the team reviewed
literature that presented the ways commercially available AR
systems were being used to support outfield maintenance
processes. The value of AR as understood by the team is
captured in the following paragraphs.
In human information processing, Donald Norman explains
that our understanding of how an action should be carried out
is “knowledge in the head” (Norman, 1988). The successful
first execution of an action depends on whether the design of
the product, i.e. “knowledge in the world”, helps the human
to make a correct interpretation of the action that has to be
taken, thereby bridging the gulf between “knowledge in the
head” and “knowledge in the world”. This gulf is known as the
Gulf of Execution.

Figure 1. An RSN Marine Engineer working on a DG

drawings, would likely be limited, and could look quite different
from the actual equipment.
Moreover, mechanical shipboard systems were traditionally
designed with performance and compactness taking
precedence over ease and intuitiveness of maintenance (see
Figure 1). The equipment design would likely provide few clues
on the corrective maintenance process. Thus, the “knowledge
in the world” provided by the equipment’s design would be
limited.
AR helps the engineer to bridge the Gulf of Execution more
easily, by overlaying an animated playout of how each
component should be removed, directly over the actual
component he is working on (see Figure 2). This significantly
reduces the amount of “information processing” that the
engineer has to do in order to carry out an action, and
consequently reduces the time taken and probability of error.
This also addresses why step-by-step AR overlays have an
advantage over a video playback on a portable device – a
video playback would still require the engineer to make the link
between what he has just seen and processed in short-term
memory, relate it to the actual equipment he is working on, and
recall the steps he should be taking.
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Figure 2. Maintenance Card (Left) versus step-by-step AR Overlays (Right)

AR TECHNOLOGY SURVEY
Capabilities and Limitations of Commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) Technology
AR Software Development Kit Selection

Most commercial AR SDK provide recognition and tracking of
both 2D images and 3D objects. Marker-based AR recognises
and tracks 2D images that are flat planar images such as
barcodes, markers and natural 2D-like objects (i.e. photograph,
road sign, labels) as shown in Figure 4. Another approach to
AR is the recognition and tracking of 3D objects (i.e. cup,
laptop and car) using an algorithm such as Simultaneous
Localisation and Mapping to overlay 3D models or animations
in a 3D space.

Figure 4. Marker-based Image (Left) and 2D Image (Right)

Figure 3. Augmenting Information onto a Diesel Engine

In AR, a computer must first recognise what it is looking at and
be able to track components within its vision in order to overlay
digital pictures or animations in a scale and perspective that
matches reality. In recent years, recognition and tracking of 2D
images and 3D objects through camera vision have achieved
significant technological improvement through commercial
innovations and increased computing power. Many software
companies and start-ups have taken the opportunity to
avail AR Software Development Kits (SDK) for application
developers to easily customise and deploy AR applications on
smart devices, as shown in Figure 3.
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The team evaluated four commercial AR SDK listed in Table
1 that provided interface support for wearables. The SDK
were largely similar in terms of detection speed and tracking
robustness in the recognition and tracking of 2D images. This
was not surprising, as 2D image detection and tracking have
been well researched on and have matured for industrial use.
The key difference between them was the ability to detect and
track multiple targets simultaneously.

APPLIED AUGMENTED REALITY FOR MAINTENANCE ON BOARD SHIPS

SDK

Supported
Platforms

2D Mode

3D Mode

EasyAR

Android, iOS,
Windows,
MacOS, Unity

- Offline model building
- On-device tracking
- Multi-target simultaneous (up to 100)
detection and tracking

- Uses 3D model to define target objects
- On-device tracking
- Multi-target simultaneous detection and
tracking

MAXST

Android, iOS,
Windows,
MacOS, Unity

- Online model building
- On-device tracking
- Multi-target simultaneous (up to three)
detection and tracking

- Offline model building using Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) app
- On-device tracking
- Multi-target simultaneous (up to three)
detection and tracking

Wikitude

Android, iOS,
Windows, Unity,
Cordova, Xamarin,
Titanium

- Online model building
- On-device tracking
- Multi-target simultaneous (up to eight)
detection and tracking

- Online model building
- On device tracking
- Multi-target simultaneous detection and
tracking

Vuforia

Android, iOS,
Windows, Unity

- Online model building
- On-device tracking
- Multi-target simultaneous (up to 20)
detection and tracking

- Online model building using OEM app
- On-device tracking
- Multi-target simultaneous (up to two)
detection and tracking

Table 1. AR SDK and their capabilities1

To train an AR algorithm to recognise and track 3D objects, three
of the assessed SDK (i.e. MAXST, Wikitube, Vuforia) require a
video of the object to be taken. EasyAR is the only SDK that
requires the use of a true-scale 3D model for algorithm training.
For the majority of developers, a video of the target object was
more easily available than a true-scale 3D model, as was in this
case. This would explain why more SDK providers adopt the
approach of algorithm training through videos.
However, the team found that using a video of the object as
the mode of training required re-training of the algorithm for
the same object in different surroundings. This meant that an
algorithm trained for the diesel generator on one frigate would
not be able to recognise a diesel generator of the same make and
model on another frigate. Slight changes in the environmental
conditions affected the algorithm’s ability to recognise the
object. This would mean significant effort in algorithm training
for multiple similar equipment across the fleet.
As part of this study, the team visited Fraunhofer, an applied
research centre at Nanyang Technological University,
which shared its experience in AR technology research and
demonstrated the use of a 3D tracking method that uses a
scaled digital 3D model for recognition and tracking of a
BMW i8. The algorithm was able to recognise and track the
actual physical car robustly in different lighting conditions and
overlay information with pinpoint accuracy. Figure 5 shows
the detection and tracking of a scaled BMW i8 model with the
persistent overlay of a glowing surface on the captured image
of the car through an iOS AR application.

Figure 5. 3D Detection and Tracking using scaled 3D Model

Two AR SDK were used in this prototype. Their considered
advantages and disadvantages are presented in Table 2.

AR Hardware Selection
Today, AR applications in industries are still considered an
emerging trend. Although software companies such as Vuforia
and Wikitude have made significant progress in providing
robust software development kits for the quick deployment
of AR, the hardware of eyewear platforms that deliver these
solutions seem to be maturing at a slower pace. The eyewear
models currently available are limited, and have been observed
to be susceptible to over-heating after approximately 30
minutes of camera use. For the selection of a suitable model
of AR glasses for this project, the team tried on several models
and made assessments based in part on the parameters
presented in Table 3.
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The shortlisted model of AR glasses was selected due to the
following features:

EasyAR for 2D Recognition and Tracking
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Ability to recognise and track up to
100 images simultaneously
• Only SDK with offline model building
• Ability to track under different lighting
conditions
• Ability to maintain tracking when target
object is partially obscured

•
•
•

API not as well documented
•

MAXST for 3D Recognition and Tracking
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Ability to detect and track up to three
simultaneous targets
• Ability to do offline model training with
OEM mobile applications
• Ability to track under different lighting
conditions
• Ability to maintain tracking when target
object is partially obscured

•

Requires extensive effort to train the 3D
model and overlay information onto it
using the Unity3D environment

It was binocular and had a field of view sufficient to fill the
work space of a large mechanical equipment.
It was the lightest in its class.
The battery and processor were located away from the
headpiece, allowing the headpiece to remain cool to wear
even after extended periods of use.
The control module consisting of the battery and processor
had a user interface that was functional when used with
gloves.
The lenses were narrow and functioned like a bifocal.
The user sees the AR overlays when he looks straight
ahead, but has a clear field of view when he lowers his
view perspective. This was assessed to be an advantage
for safety as a clear field of view may be achieved without
physically moving or removing the AR glasses.

The disadvantages of the model selected as observed during
the experiment were as follows:

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of the two AR SDK2

•
•

The AR glasses overheated and the software had to be
reset after 30 minutes of continual camera use.
As the control module was separate from the headpiece,
there was a cable tether connecting the two that may be a
hazard if caught on equipment around the operator.

Model

Field of View

Headset Weight
(grams)

Battery Operation
Duration (hours)

Remarks

EPSON Moverio
BT350

23

119

6

Binocular. Screen was easy to see in
various lighting conditions.

ODG R-9

50

187

5-6

Binocular. Battery and processor are
located at the front of the headset,
above the nose bridge. Unbearably
hot to the skin after 10 minutes of use.
Front-heavy and prone to slipping off
the face.

Vuzix M300

20

140

2-12

Monocular. Reliability issues observed.
Projector arm intruded into field of view.

Microsoft
Hololens

35

579

2-3

Binocular. Built-in gesture recognition for
user interface. Removal is a two-handed
action.

Meta 2

90

500

-

Binocular. Built-in gesture recognition
for user interface. Requires separate PC
and power source to be tethered to the
headset.

Table 3. AR glasses models that were evaluated for the prototype
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Fault Diagnosis

Rapid App Development with Ionic
Framework3

Using the troubleshooting flow shown on the mobile app, the
engineer can follow the steps shown to troubleshoot the fault
and eventually arrive at a likely diagnosis of what went wrong
(see Figure 7).

A mobile app was developed to support fault diagnosis prior to
putting on the AR glasses for AR-assisted defect rectification.
The application was developed with Ionic Framework, a mobile
app development platform which allows developers to build,
test and deploy cross-platform mobile apps quickly. Employing
agile development also enabled iterative versions of the app to
be previewed to users frequently, constantly involving them in
the design process, and ensuring a good problem-solution fit
that could ultimately benefit the ship crew.
Through a series of iterations, the mobile app was developed
to support the user throughout the end-to-end process; from
receiving an alarm to fault diagnosis and rectification.

Receiving an Alarm
When an alarm is triggered on the ship monitoring dashboard,
the engineer enters the reported alarm in the mobile app, and
a list of common alarms will be suggested. After selecting the
alarm, a list of troubleshooting flows is suggested (see Figure 6).

Figure 7. List of troubleshooting steps

Fault Rectification
Now that the fault is known, the engineer can choose to refer
to a digitised copy of the manuals, or trigger the AR procedure
on the AR glasses. If he chooses to use AR to assist fault
rectification, the engineer can simply put on the glasses and
follow the procedure.

3D Modelling with Google SketchUp

Figure 6. Entering the reported alarm and receiving suggested
investigations

In developing 3D models to overlay the actual equipment, the
team took advantage of Google SketchUp’s extensive libraries
to import common components such as nuts, bolts and
mechanical tools. The configuration of unique parts was traced
and drawn from 2D outlines presented in the maintenance
cards, and then extruded to 3D. The model achieved was an
approximation of the parts, as intricate details were deemed
to be unnecessary for this purpose (see Figure 8). With such
broad representation, the models required less processing
power for display, thereby reducing lag when they were
projected through the AR glasses and improving the overall
user experience.
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with the video seen on AR glasses. To overcome this, the team
introduced the use of reference anchors and developed a
calibration app to enable the live adjustment of anchors. This
enabled the team to reduce the time required to calibrate the
diesel generator by as much as 70% while achieving better
accuracy.

USER EXPERIENCE EVALUATION
AND REVIEW
User Experience Assessments
Figure 8. Google SketchUp model of the coolant pump

3D Animation and Positioning with Unity3D
In the development of this prototype, MAXST’s 3D Object
Tracking was used to recognise and track the DG and its
various components. MAXST Map Creation4 mobile app was
used to create a 3D point cloud of our target of interest to be
imported into Unity3D5.
To ensure that the information is easily understandable,
the team used Unity3D to develop detailed instructions and
safety warnings with intuitive animation to be overlaid onto the
physical target via AR glasses (see Figure 9). A key challenge
faced here was the difficulty to overlay information such as
spanners, bolts, nuts and warning messages accurately onto
the video seen via AR glasses. While MAXST SDK allowed the
visualisation of the point cloud in Unity3D to aid the overlaying
process, it was not sufficiently accurate for the team's intent
and purposes. In the initial attempt, the team took a whole
day to align a single diesel generator cylinder cover accurately

User Experience (UX) assessments were conducted to
assess the impact that the handset app and AR glasses have
on the maintenance work of the Frigate DG, primarily from
the perspective of the maintenance engineers. These UX
assessments were done by getting two groups of maintenance
engineers with similar levels of experience and competency
to perform a selected set of maintenance tasks. One group
performed the tasks with the aid of the handset app and the
AR glasses while the other group did not, effectively serving
as the control group. The assessments commenced with a
simulated error message being shown to the maintenance
engineers, who were then required to perform the necessary
diagnostic and rectification actions.

Measurements and Findings
For these UX assessments, measurements were taken
according to the categories described in the following
paragraphs.

Time
The time taken for each maintenance engineer to perform
the necessary diagnostic and rectification tasks. This was
recorded by the project team observing the assessment.
The timings recorded indicated that the handset app and AR
glasses enabled the maintenance engineers to complete their
tasks and achieved time savings of between 65% and 80%.

Accuracy
The correctness of all actions taken by the maintenance
engineer. This correctness was determined by experienced
maintenance engineers observing the assessment.

Figure 9. Screenshot of animated instructions of cylinder head cover
removal
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All maintenance engineers carried out all their required tasks
accurately when guided by the handset app and AR glasses.
There was only one exception when one engineer did a
redundant task, but was then guided to the correct actions by
referring to the AR glasses.

Usability
The perceived usability of the mobile app and AR glasses. This
was measured by having each maintenance engineer fill out
a System Usability Scale (SUS) survey after completing his
tasks. The SUS is a widely used industry tool to evaluate the
usability of a system.
In this UX assessment, the team obtained an average SUS
score of 70.5 for the mobile app and 68.5 for the AR glasses,
which compared favourably to the industry average of 68. This
suggests that the maintenance engineers found the handset
app and AR glasses largely user friendly, though there is still
some room for improvement.

Desirability
The perceived desirability of the mobile app and AR glasses.
This was measured by having each maintenance engineer fill
out a Bipolar Emotional Response Test (BERT) survey after
completing his tasks. The BERT is a widely used industry tool
to evaluate the desirability of a system experience.
In this UX assessment, the maintenance engineers largely
reported positive BERT scores for both the handset app and
the AR glasses. In particular, the maintenance engineers
found the handset app to be friendly to use, high quality,
and professionally designed. As for the AR glasses, the
maintenance engineers found them to be cutting edge, high
quality, and professionally designed.

General User Feedback
General user feedback was measured by having each
maintenance engineer fill out a general survey after completing
his tasks. The general feedback given by the maintenance
engineers was largely positive. In particular, the engineers
liked how the handset app and AR glasses guided them in
performing their tasks, and they commented that it would
be particularly useful for those who are new to the job and
unfamiliar with those tasks. The engineers suggested that the
stability of the AR image on the glasses could be improved,
which would enhance the user experience of the AR glasses.
Other feedback and suggestions were recorded, which can go
into future iterations of the handset app and AR glasses.

CONCLUSION
Through the development of a Minimum Viable Product for
diagnostics, and AR walk-through support for the RSN’s
shipboard DG maintenance processes, it may be concluded that
COTS hardware and software are ready technically to support
the identified use cases. However, given the performance
limitations observed in AR glasses, the AR solution should also
be deployable on a bigger scale through smart phones. The
AR software developed should also be platform-agnostic, so
that it would remain compatible with newer and more capable
AR glasses models. AR was assessed to be more useful for
a reduced subset of tasks that are less frequently performed,
and therefore less familiar to the engineers. They are also more
applicable to engineers undergoing on-the-job training as
the design of the DG may not be optimised for maintenance,
and the steps to be taken are not obvious to the layman. In
these use cases, AR may also be applied in a collaborative
environment, such that the instructor is able to conduct his
course interactively with multiple trainees. The advancement
of AR-related hardware and software development kits should
be monitored closely and assessed against the usability and
efficiency of the solution in specific operating environments,
so that such technology may be more rapidly and effectively
operationalised.
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DEVELOPMENT OF
TRANSMISSION NETWORK
PLANNING TOOL
SOH Zhao Sheng, CHUA Chee Wee

ABSTRACT
A transmission network forms the main infrastructure and provides inter-connectivity of systems and communications
across various locations. As the transmission network consists of hundreds of nodes and fibre cable segments, it poses a
challenge to track and manage future network resources demands manually. This is especially critical as timely upgrade is
required to ensure it can support future growth. A team of DSTA engineers developed the Network Capacity Planning Tool
to analyse nodes and bandwidth utilisation so as to actively plan for the future. This article describes the background for the
development of the tool, the methodologies and the way forward.
Keywords: transmission, network, infrastructure, bandwidth, tool

INTRODUCTION
A transmission network forms the main backbone connectivity
infrastructure across various locations and provides interconnectivity of systems and communications. It consists of
hundreds of nodes that are typically connected in a hybrid
or meshed topology, providing resiliency and redundancy.
Systems that require the transmission of data, such as data
application and communication across various geographical
locations, would use these underlying transmission networks.

has a fixed number of ports that provides both ingress and
egress for data flow. Figure 1 shows a typical node with cards
inserted in three out of the four slots, while Figure 2 shows the
physical link between two nodes in a point-to-point topology.

KEY CHALLENGES
The key challenges faced are the complexity of correlating
massive existing data and the manual end-to-end routing
assignment of future network resource demands for the
transmission network. These information are critical for the
forward growth planning in upgrading of transmission network.
A typical transmission network consists of nodes linked up
in a certain topology to meet its purpose and ensure network
resiliency. Different topologies can be deployed, such as pointto-point, ring, meshed and hybrid topologies. A node, which
is usually in a form of an equipment chassis, has many slots
to house various types of cards, such as controller cards,
network cards and power module cards. Each network card
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Figure 1. Four-slot equipment chassis with three different cards

Figure 2. Nodes connected in Point-to-Point topology using
optic fibre
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In order to manage and monitor all the nodes in the transmission
network, a Network Management System (NMS) is used. The
NMS enables the user to configure nodes, create links between
nodes, and monitor the status as well as utilisation of each
node. However, it does not allow the user to plan and analyse
potential network growth to meet future bandwidth demands.
To carry out forward planning, a suite of data is required.
These data include types of nodes, existing slot utilisation,
existing port utilisation on each card within the nodes, existing
bandwidth capacity and utilisation of links between nodes.
However, they can only be obtained by checking on individual
nodes and links, which makes the entire process tedious and
time-consuming. After obtaining the data, the transmission
engineer will need to sort them into tables and do a manual
correlation across multiple tables. This process usually takes
days to complete.
Once sense-making of the data is done, there is a need
to reserve future bandwidth demand on the network for

various systems. Bandwidth reservation is done by manually
plotting out each circuit end-to-end on the network, with the
shortest transmission route in mind. Other than the route, the
transmission engineer also has to consider the bandwidth
utilisation of each link the network circuit will transverse
through, and the availability of ports at both start and end
nodes. The plotting of a network circuit is illustrated in Figure 4.
The difficulty of this task is further compounded by frequent
bandwidth change requests to conduct analyses, in support of
daily bandwidth reservation by various users. With hundreds of
circuit reservations to manage, coupled with frequent changes
from users and in the network topology, complex manual
computations are error-prone and unsustainable. When
errors are introduced, downstream computational analysis
and recommendations would be impacted. This could lead to
wrong upgrading recommendations that could ultimately delay
system implementation or lead to the spending of unnecessary
funds to upgrade portions of the network where there are
sufficient resources.

Figure 3. Key challenges that a transmission engineer faces

Figure 4. Simplified network with system bandwidth reservations between node A and node B
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SOLUTION AND CAPABILITIES
To address these challenges, engineers from different domain
expertise collaborated to develop Network Capacity Planning
(NETCAP). NETCAP is able to import data from an NMS, in the
form of physical ports and link bandwidth of the network, to
sense-make existing resource utilisations. In addition to sensemake existing utilisations, it allows users to plan future system
resource demands proactively. Thus, engineers are able to
analyse potential network resource growth and pre-empt any
potential resource demands that exceeds or reach capacities.
The key objective was to enable proactive capacity
management through sense-making of existing physical
ports and bandwidth utilisations, auto-route generation for
future demands, and identification of chokepoints through a
visual dashboard display which greatly improves engineers’
productivity and analysis. Figure 5 summarises the capabilities
of NETCAP.
NETCAP has allowed the team to analyse multiple data,
including the utilisation of physical ports and slots of individual
nodes, and bandwidth utilisation of each individual physical
link across the network. The current NMS can only analyse

current link and port utilisations; it is unable to provide a
dashboard summary of various physical ports and bandwidth
utilisations.
NETCAP enabled the seamless importing of raw data from
an NMS and analytical computation to sense-make usage
across multiple attributes from physical ports to physical links
bandwidth utilisations, factoring across current and upcoming
system demands. Its underlying engines are able to compute
optimal primary and secondary routes, in cases that require
the need for secondary network route analysis. Various
“what-if” scenarios in terms of operations impact to different
systems can be further drawn out when certain nodes become
unavailable. This enabled a holistic analysis of the robustness
and relative criticality of the nodes.
The tool includes a geospatial node and physical link planning
which users could use to plan network layouts. In addition,
node bayface layouts can be developed in NETCAP, allowing
visual display of node slots to decide if there are sufficient
slots for data traffic card expansion. Furthermore, visual
analytics are developed to enhance decision making for users.
Immediate displays of visual highlights of nodes or physical
links that exceed the threshold allow users to zoom into the
area for further analysis and decision making.

Figure 5. NETCAP engines and their capabilities
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ARCHITECTURE AND
METHODOLOGY
NETCAP incorporates four engines to generate the results that
provide analysis and insights. Together with the four engines,
the interface manager controls the various function calls and
parameter requests between the various engines and database
manager. The database manager provides an interface
to store and retrieve information on the external NETCAP
database. Figure 6 shows the architecture of NETCAP, and the
interactions of the various modules and external agents with
it. The following sections briefly describe the methodology
implemented within each engine.

Figure 6. NETCAP architecture and interaction diagram

Data Correlation and Computation Engine
The raw data files that are extracted from the NMS are
disparate and unstructured, and hence are unable to be
used for any direct computations. The Data Correlation
engine does the process of cleaning, filtering, processing,
collating, correlating and transforming the multiple raw data
sources that are extracted from the NMS. For example, the
data from the NMS are represented as logical ports, while the
network engineers require only physical ports for analysis and
utilisation. Transformation of logical port data to physical ports
is thus required. After processing, the data is translated into
structured relational data and stored in NETCAP’s database.
The Data Correlation and Computation Engine was developed
to correlate multitudes of raw data together and compute the
required utilisations for analysis. This eliminates the human
errors that frequently occur during the manual processing of
raw data.
The computation engines would take correlated data and
compute the existing resource utilisations in the form of
physical ports, as well as physical link bandwidth utilisations
and present the network utilisation statistics. Figure 7
shows a typical example of how raw data of physical links
is correlated to compute the existing bandwidth utilisations.
Various users across the various system phases can also
make use of NETCAP to enquire on port and link bandwidth
availability, and request for budgetary quotations to upgrade
the necessary nodes and physical links if existing resources
are insufficient. The computation engine would take in these
port and bandwidth requests to perform utilisation analysis
to assess supportability. This relieves network engineers of
handling such requests so that their focus can be better placed
at strategic planning and management of network resources
holistically.

Figure 7. Correlation of raw physical link data for computations of links’ bandwidth utilisations
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Network Planning Engine
With hundreds of inter-connecting nodes (N) and physical links
(L), the transmission network poses great challenges for the
proactive management and quantification of detailed itemised
resource utilisations and bottlenecks. The Network Planning
Engine adopts fundamentals of network science and graph
theory to analyse the entire transmission network. The average
degree of undirected networks is given as:

Using the lower data bound of the network, the average degree
is computed as 3. This suggests that each node interacts with
three other nodes. Comparing this information with other
networks, the transmission network has similar complexities
with other undirected networks, as shown in Table 1. The
measure of the longest distance between two extreme nodes
is considered the network diameter. As the diameter of the
network increases, network complexity increases as more
nodes and interconnectivity are introduced, especially with
a high average network degree. The current transmission
network diameter exceeds a value of 10, showing that the
transmission network is very complex.
Network

Average Degree

Internet

6.34

Power Grid

2.67

Protein Interactions

2.90

Transmission Network

3.00

Table 1. Average degree of some undirected network

The network planning engine generates an optimal network path
and computes all the necessary resource utilisations required
from the nodes and connecting physical links across the path.
This is achieved by computing the shortest path available
between these two end nodes by adopting a variant of A*
search algorithm with additional meta-heuristics that is relating
to the transmission network. The algorithm finds the shortest
path by generating and maintaining a tree of paths which
originates at the start node, extending those paths one link at
a time until it reached its end node. Such an implementation
enabled the completion of entire computations and analysis
of the entire set of transmission data under a minute. Initial
implementations of the engine had seen challenges, such as
a shortage of computational memory as well as computations
that exceed an hour.
As there are many system bandwidth reservation requests, the
network planning engine would aggregate bandwidth requests
that have the same end nodes. This allows NETCAP to minimise
network path searches and improve performances. Using the
network topology shown in Figure 8, network path searches
would be conducted once the bandwidth reservations are
aggregated. Some of the nodes consist of multiple physical
connecting links, such as the connectivity between the nodes
B and C in Figure 8. The Network Planning Engine would carry
out load balancing by distributing the bandwidth utilisation
demand that is routed through these two adjacent nodes
amongst the least utilised physical link. The computations of
concurrent physical link utilisations would be more balanced
without one of the concurrent links overloading in such
scenarios. An illustration is shown in Figure 9 where bandwidth
reservations may be loaded onto Link_CB_L2 instead of the
other physical link between node B and node C, if Link_CB_L2
is found to be underutilised.

Figure 8. A typical meshed network
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Figure 9. Illustration of a typical process to compute bandwidth reservations for each physical link

System engineers may request the need for a secondary
network route to provide redundancy and robustness for
system implementation. In such cases, secondary route
protection with nodes traversal that is totally independent and
mutually exclusive of its primary route is generated through
applying the algorithm twice. However, during secondary route
computations, additional constraints where nodes traverse
during the primary path search are not available for selection.

Dynamic Rerouting Engine
Other than processing the raw data from NMS, NETCAP
allows the team to conduct scenario planning, such as the
addition, modifications, and deletion of the resources which
include network cards, nodes and physical links. This feature
will enable proactive and dynamic resource planning and
management for potential network upgrades.

During exercises, quick analysis on what-if scenarios, such as
node failure and physical fibre cut, are commonly simulated.
As shown in Figure 10, suppose there is a 10MB system circuit
between node C and D. When there is a failure in node B for
system circuit CD, the dynamic rerouting engine would
compute a pair of new primary and secondary network paths.
In addition, the rerouting engine would add an additional 10MB
bandwidth utilisation for each of the physical link for the new
secondary path generated while removing the 10MB utilisation
that is on the affected original network path. With this, analysis
on the impact of node B on the entire transmission network
could be studied. The dynamic rerouting engine allows
impact analysis for future transmission network growth to be
conducted easily. As shown in Figure 11, the entire process
of re-computing the affected network routes and bandwidth
utilisation begins from the dynamic rerouting engine. The
Dynamic Rerouting would identify the affected network routes.

Figure 10. Rerouting of system circuits due to failure of node B
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Figure 11. Figure showing the various engines and their processes for scenario planning

Next, the Network Planning engine would search for alternate
network paths before the Computations engine re-computes
the physical link bandwidth utilisations for the entire network in
the event of node failure or cuts in physical fibre.

Visualisation Engine
The Graphical User Interface incorporates the visualisation
engine. With the correct use of the data visualisation dashboard,
it significantly improves analysis and productivity. The
visualisation engine aims to communicate the result analysis
to the user effectively with minimal interpretation effort. The
visualisation engine adopts many visuals such as interactive
geospatial information, charts, summarised information tables,
and digitised node bayfaces.

Besides displaying computational statistics, the visualisation
engine uses summarised information tables to highlight and
display nodes with physical ports as well as physical links
that exceed the threshold. Figure 13 shows the summarised
physical port information table used by the visualisation engine.
Colour coded icons, inspired by traffic lights, are used to
visually highlight nodes that have potential issues with certain
physical ports, based on system types. Figure 14 shows the
determining factors in representing the utilisations through
colour coded icons. With a single visualisation, network
engineers can easily identify which type of physical port of a
particular node is approaching or had exceeded the predefined
utilisation threshold.

The Visualisation Engine highlights the top few nodes with
respect to physical port utilisation as well as physical link
utilisation in the dashboard. In addition, the dashboard which
is shown in Figure 12 allows users to modify desired bandwidth
and physical port threshold interactively, and drill down to the
respective resources on the geospatial map that exceeds the
predefined threshold.

Figure 13. Summarised physical port information table from different
system phases

Figure 12. Dashboard layout of NETCAP
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Figure 14. Determining factors for utilisation icons representations
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After the team had identified relevant resources that could
exceed the desired threshold, additional information such
as node slots availability for additional data traffic cards
was essential. The visualisation engine displays the bayface
layout of each node, similar to the actual node design, and
correlates slots that have inter-dependencies. In addition,
the visualisation allows comments related to the cards to be
inserted for reference.

TOOL VALIDATION
Results of the physical port utilisations were validated using
result sets that were manually generated previously. With
NETCAP, both primary and secondary routes are generated
and displayed within the tool. This allowed the team to validate
if the network route generated was correct, as well as the
underlying physical links’ bandwidth utilisations.

Another insight that the tool showcased is that systems with
high bandwidth demands might not necessarily translate into
more circuit links bottlenecks. In addition to system bandwidth
demands, it is also dependent on routing configuration,
secondary route protection requirements and existing
topology. Using NETCAP, some systems that have high
bandwidth demands have shown to generate lesser bandwidth
bottlenecks than systems with lower bandwidth demands.
Using a simple example of Figure 15 and Table 2 to illustrate,
a system with end nodes at A and B may require higher total
network bandwidth demands than another system with end
nodes C and D, though the latter requires higher bandwidth.
With higher network bandwidth demands, the former system
may create more bottlenecks within the transmission network.
End
System
Secondary Links
Nodes Bandwidth Route
Traversed
Request

Total
Network
Bandwidth
Utilisation

A, B

500 MB

Yes

9

4500 MB

C, D

1000 MB

No

1

1000 MB

BENEFITS AND PRODUCTIVITY GAIN
With the use of NETCAP, the manual effort required to
synchronise the database for bandwidth utilisation had been
reduced from three days to one day, improving productivity
by 60% and eliminating human errors. Furthermore, the
response time for bandwidth utilisation checks based on
system bandwidth requirements had been reduced from five
working days to less than one day, thereby improving overall
productivity by more than 80%.

INSIGHTS
Using NETCAP, users can quickly gain insights into the
various physical ports and physical link utilisations based on
future system demands. Once utilisations as well as potential
bottlenecks are identified, transmission engineers can rely on
the node visualisation to determine if there are sufficient slots
to insert relevant network cards for upgrades.

Table 2. System bandwidth requests and their impact on the network

CONCLUSION
After the deployment of NETCAP to the transmission team in
December 2017, the tool has since replaced manual calculation
and is being used for daily analysis. The development and
deployment of NETCAP to the transmission team has greatly
improved the team’s productivity and most importantly, it has
enabled holistic proactive transmission network resource
planning and management.
With basic functionalities of the tool developed, the team is not
resting on its laurels. One of the long-term goals for NETCAP
is to develop it from a standalone solution into an Enterprise
Solution where users can conduct bandwidth checks and
obtain almost real-time results via the network. This step
forward would free up the transmission team to conduct more
strategic planning for the growth of the transmission network.
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